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FOREWORD

This book is the result of a collective effort of a group of Kaszonyers living in three

countries: Israel, the United States, and Hungary.

Whenever we could locate somebody from a family, we asked them to provide the

necessary information. Whenever that couldn’t be done, we relied on the memories of

the following people:

In Israel

Imre Ackerman

R6zsi Fendrich

Ir6n Gdrtenberg

Vera Grdsz

Siku Klein

Bureh Pinkovics

Sanyi Rapaport

Rezsi Veres

In the United States

Ndndor Ackerman

R6zsi Ackerman

J6zsi (Einczig) Eden

David Felberbaum

Viola Gotteszman

Magda Iczkovics

Zsuzsi Roth

Sdmson F6der

In Hungary

Sdri Auspitz

Juliska Einczig

Riza Glaub

ErnS Klein

Bbzsi Lebovics

Ilus Lebovics

Hermina Teitelbaum

The facts for the narrative part of this booklet were gathered by the author from the

archives of “Yad Vashem” in Jerusalem, from the “Judaism” section of the New York

Public Library, from the library of the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York (with

the help of Dr. Arnon Yardeni), and from the Sz6csdnyi Library in Budapest, Hungary.

This booklet was written with very specific goals in mind:

1 . To preserve the memory of Kaszony’s martyrs for future generations.

2. To answer questions which our descendants may ask, such as: Who were my
ancestors? How did they live? What happened to them?

3. To add, in a small way, to the record which is still being compiled, of that period

in our history known as the Holocaust. Every bit of testimony like this can make
it more difficult for it to be claimed that these things never happened!

4. To serve as a reminder for future generations not to take their freedom for

granted. Jewish survival needs to be guarded constantly, by Jewish education, by
support of Jewish institutions, and by support of the State of Israel.

The choice of a language for this book posed additional problems. Should it be

written in Hebrew, Yiddish, Hungarian or English? An argument can be made in favor

of any of the above-mentioned languages. I finally settled on English, a language which

will allow it to reach the greatest number of Kaszony descendants worldwide.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to all those who contributed to this

publication, including Mrs. Betty Steinhart for typing and editing; Temple Israel of

Great Neck for helping us with the art work for the book cover; Mr. Abe Malin for

preparing this book for publication; Tom and Zsuzsi Ackerman for editing; and last,

but not least, my wife Vera whose advice and active participation made this publica-

tion possible.

Joseph Eden (Einczig)





CHAPTER 1

I REMEMBER JEWISH LIFE
IN KASZONY

I was born in Kaszony in the year 1920, just after World War I, when things started to

settle down under the new Czechoslovak regime.

My father's clothing store was right on the main village square. Every afternoon the

older people of the village, both the Jews and the non-Jews, would sit just outside the
store, joking, gossiping and discussing present and future politics.

As a child I was fascinated as I listened to their stories about the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy, life during the war, the recovery, and the world-wide depression. Anti-
Semitism was never mentioned. I got the impression that during our parent’s lifetime

it had never been a serious problem in our village. Of course, in the late thirties all this

began to change.

The rule of Franz Joseph I, the Emperor and King of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
was characterized as the

4

‘good old times.” Kaszony was the trade and administrative

center for twenty-seven smaller villages, whose populations were completely dependent
on Kaszony for selling their agricultural products and buying industrial necessities.

Kaszony businesses, which were mostly in Jewish hands, were booming. There was
plenty of everything for everybody.

In 1914, Hungary entered World War I. All able-bodied men were recruited into the

Hungarian army, Jews and non-Jews alike. Of 41 Jews who fought in the War, 15 never
returned. (See their names on page 3.) Kaszony received its share of refugees from
Poland and Romania. Some of them decided to stay for good.

After the war, Kaszony experienced the same events as the rest of Subcarpathia:
from monarchy to liberal republic to Communism. After a short Romanian occupa-
tion, the Czechs established themselves in power for the following eighteen years.

Under the Czech regime Kaszony went through great changes. The Czechoslovak-
Hungarian border was established right outside the village, cutting off two-thirds of the
satellite villages. Even the vineyards, which were the main means of employment for

the population, were divded, right down the middle. One side of the road belonged to

Czechoslovakia, the other to Hungary. To visit a neighboring village, like Barab&s, for

instance, a passport was needed, and one had to go through two border check points.

Life became more complicated and difficult. Many people became unemployed or

underemployed. Some of the stores closed; others struggled for survival. Many of the

workers joined the Communist and Socialist parties in the hope of changing things.

These developments culminated in the first half of the 1930s in a world-wide depres-

sion, during which many businesses went bankrupt, and families were without bread
and other basic necessities.
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Socially, the Jewish population, which constituted about 20% of the general popula-

tion of 2,500, consisted of different “castes.” Approximately 20% were families that

did not own any property, not even their own homes. Their only product for sale

was non-skilled physical labor. Their living depended completely on supply and de-

mand. Many of them very often needed help from the government or from the Jewish

community.

The largest group, 65%, owned small stores and workshops. They usually owned
their own homes and had a marketable skill which more or less took care of the basic

needs of their families in good times or in bad. This group included the butchers,

bakers, tailors, shoemakers, carpenters, sheetmetal workers and painters. To this group

may be added the small storekeepers such as clothing and shoe store owners, grocers,

small innkeepers, etc. They were all completely dependent on the favorable economic

conditions of the general population. Everybody knew everybody in the village per-

sonally and most of the orders and purchases were done on a credit basis. Therefore, in

bad times everybody suffered.

The third and smallest group, about 15% consisted of the intellectuals, big business-

men, and wealthy property owners. To be considered part of the intellectual group, all

that was needed was a secondary school education or employment by the state or a

bank. To this group also belonged the doctors, lawyers and pharmacists. The wealthy

property-owners included the owners of lumberyards, of the mill, and those in posses-

sion of at least a hundred acres of land, where hired workers produced wheat, corn,

tobacco or wine in large quantities. A few Jewish families accumulated, over genera-

tions, hundreds and even thousands of acres of land and vineyards. One such family

even had its own bank.

The Jewish families had settled in Kaszony over a long period of time. The first

Jewish settlers arrived in the eighteenth century from Poland, and were permitted to

settle on the estate of the Count Schoenbom and Count Ldnyai. Jews having at least

an elementary education were hired by the feudal landowners as bookkeepers and
supervisors.

The Jews soon adopted the Hungarian language which was the exclusive language of
the general population. But Yiddish remained the language of communication between
themselves and other Jews throughout Europe,
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The Jewish Veterans of World War I

Mezokaszony izraelita hadveseltjei

f

1. Akermann Lipdt,

flrmester, 0 2

2. "Klein Samuel, honvdd,
K&roly cs. k.

* 3. Ozv. Einzig Lajosnd,

hadidzvcgy.

* 4. Ozv. Friedrich Her-
mann^, hadidzvegy.

* 5. Ozv. Herskovits Hen-
rikne, hadiozvegy.

* (>. ndhai Kis Bdla, zAsz l.

* 7. ndhai Vinkler Lajos,

orvezeto,

* 8. ndhai Einzig Lajos.
1

hoTived.

* 9. ndhai Wallenstein ‘Izi-

dor, honvdd.

*10. ndhai Herschkovits
Henrik, honvdd.

*11. ndhai Rosenberg Fiilop

honvdd.

* 1 2. ndhai Klein Jend,

honvdd.

* 13. ndhai Klein Samu,
honvdd.

*14. ndhai Glaub Lajos,

honvdd.

*15. ndhai Rosenberg Mdr,
honvdd.

*16. ndhai Fendrich Her-
man, honvdd.

* 17. ndhai Dicker Adolf,

honvdd.

From the “Golden Book”

18. Kov&iiyi Mdr, fhgy.

dllatorvos.

19. Ackermann Lipdt, drv.

20. Rdth Dezsd, tuzmester.

21. Klein Miksa, drmesler.

22. Rapaport Vilmos, firm.

23. Klein Mih&ly, szakv.

24. Iczkovics Sdndor,

szakaszvezeto.

25. Klein Henrik, szakv.

26. Ackermann Zoltdn,

gyalogos.

27. Adler Menyhdrt, tiizdr.

28 . Burgci"" Gdzmv ormester

29. Eiczig Eli&s, huszdr.

30. Eiczig Lajos, lionv.

31. Fendrich Herman,
honvdd.

32. Friedmann Herman,
gyalogos.

33. Fendrich Dezsd, gyal.

34. Fcder Jend, gyal.

35. Gottesmayer M&rton,
hadnagy.

36. Griinberger Aladdr,

gyalogos.

37. Glaub Herman, gyal.

38. Grosz Sdmucl, gyal.

39. Klein Vilmos, tdvirasz.

40. Klein S&muel, gynk-

41. Rdth Kdroly, gyal.

Published in Budapest in 1941

*Deceased, in WWI.
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The Einczig Movie Theatre "Lidove Kino" (Peoples Movie Theatre).

Eszti Einczig — Left Kaszony to the

USA in 1939.

On Kaszony's Tennis Court: First line: Erzsike Roth, Klein Menyus
(Moric), Klein Loli, Unknown, Klein Anka, Unknown, Dr. Klein Pista,

and Fendrich Lala. Second and third line: Unknown, Dr. Klein Bela,
Kle^n V i liftos, Klein Laci, Klein llonka, Fendrich Scfri, Unknown, Klein
I ionka (Gyuri), Unknown, R(Sth Olga, Unknown.
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The Seamstress Salon of Jolan Braun: Magda EspaVi, lion Grosz, Jolan

Braun, Margit Braun, Eszti Einczig, and Aliz Braun.

AVIGDOR HAMEIRI, The Famous Hebrew Poet in Kaszony

Upper row: Herbstman Aranka, Rapaport Dezso, Fendrich Marton, Herbstman

Sari, Lefkovics Sari, Waldman Bozsi, Avigdor Hameiri, Waldman Rdzsi, Herbst-

man Lili, Winkler Sanyi, Waldman Annus, Waldman Iren, Herbstman Sanyi.
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YOUNG PEOPLE OF KASZONY IN THE 1930s

Jeno Ackerman, Jozsi Einczig, Berti

Klein*, Andi Weisz, and Abi Weisz*

Erno' Einczig, (disappeared in Budapest) Sanyi Rapaport (survived

in Budapest) Jozsi Lebovics (was murdered in Auschwitz).

1st line: Yossi Roth, Jozsi Grosz, Yoyni Pinkovics (survived in Palestine).

Ern6' Lebovics (survived in Palestine), Bela Klein*, Moric Ackerman*,
Yosef-Vari Pinkovics (survived in Palestine), Bela Teitelbaum*, Yossi Fend-
rich (survived in Palestine), Sanyi Lebovics, Sanyi Grosz*, Imre Iczkovics*
Miki Iczkovics

#
Died in Labor Camp 6



KASZONY, A CENTER OF JEWISH LEARNING

The Jewish community was organized in the first half of the nineteenth century.

In the neighboring city of Beregszasz there was already an organized community with

a synagogue and a “hevra kadisha” by 1795. From this we can safely assume that

the Jewish community in Kaszony was established not much later. For many years

they could not afford their own rabbi, and were therefore part of the rabbinate of

Beregsza'sz or Munkdcs.

From a religious point of view, every Jew in Kaszony was considered orthodox.

98% of them kept a kosher kitchen. Most of the Jews attended the synagogue on
the Sabbath, but in terms of practice, the differences were great. About 20% were

considered “ultra-orthodox.” They spent a great deal of time studying and in the

synagogue. They were easily identified by their clothing, beards, peyyot (sidelocks)

tsitsiot (fringes) and the wigs of their women.
However, the great majority of the Jews, probably 80% of them, had none of these

“typically Jewish” accoutrements. They dressed and behaved like the rest of the

population, except for wearing their best clothing on the Sabbath, when all Jewish

businesses were closed and the village assumed a holiday atmosphere.

The centers for Jewish learning were the heder, the yeshivah and the synagogue.

Most of the Jewish children from the age of three attended the heder. The teacher

was usually a person who had graduated from a yeshiva and had decided to devote his

career to teaching. He was supported partially by the community and partly by direct

payment from the parents, according to their ability to contribute. Children attended

heder generally until age sixteen.

More ambitious students continued their education in a yeshivah or in a high school

in Beregszdsz or Munkacs. To the yeshivah arrived hundreds of young “bachurim”
(young men) from within a hundred mile radius to study a year or more with the

famous “Kaszonyer Rebbe.” On the Jewish holidays many more Hasidism arrived to be
with the rabbi. They wore the traditional “shtreimlech” (fur hats), and black or white
socks under long flowing coats.

The synagogue was crowded only on the Sabbath and on holidays. During the week
it was not much ol a problem to get together a minyan (10 Jews over thirteen years

of age), but not many more attended. The synagogue was the place for circumcisions,

for “bevarfen” (throwing), where the bridegroom was called to the Torah before his

wedding and was showered by the women with candy, which the children quickly

picked up. In the winter the synagogue’s “court-shtibl” (chapel) was used for prayers,

study, and the discussion of daily events and politics.

The community also maintained a cemetery and a Hevra Kedisha (burial society),

to assure burial according to the Jewish tradition. The dead were taken to the cemetery
in a special coffin, carried by the friends and relatives of the deceased. The body was
interred directly into the earth and the coffin was used over and over again.
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A special Jewish institution was the kosher slaughterhouse, one for cattle and
another for poultry. All Jews bought their supply of meat from a kosher butcher who
was under rabbinical supervision. Poultry was taken alive to the schochet (slaughterer)

and brought back to the kitchen only if he had declared it kosher.

Another Jewish tradition was the baking of “cholent”, a dish made of meat and
beans, in the baker's ovens for Sabbath use. Most of the Jewish families, especially

in winter, prepared this repast in a special ceramic dish and all the Jewish families took
them to the ovens of the two Jewish bakers where they remained in his oven until

Sabbath morning when they were picked up by their owners. This practice precluded
the necessity for cooking on the Sabbath, yet provided a substantial dish for the

family.

Zwi Elimelech Feder Hayem (Hendrych) Feder

Students of the Yeshiva
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THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT

The Zionist movement reached Kaszony in the 1920’s. The first Zionist boy and girl

scout organization was the “Hashomer Kadimah” (The Advance Guard) which was

founded in 1928 under the leadership of Fendrich Mdrton. Approximately thirty to

forty children between the ages of eight and fourteen joined the group, which lasted

for five or six years.

In the early 1930’s the revisionist movement established a “Betar” organization

under the leadership of Dezsd Rapaport, Henry Ackerman and Siku Klein. Beta'r re-

mained an active force among the Jews of Kaszony until the war, having up to eighty

active members. Each summer several young people left to participate in their summer

camps where they received recreational and even para-military training. They wore

brown shirts at their gatherings and studied Hebrew, Jewish history and politics. They

followed the teachings of Zeev Jabotinsky. Their “moadon” (club house) became the

recreational center of the young people. On Saturdays they had their own “minyan”

(10 Jews over 13 years of age) in the “moadon”, which was in one of the rooms of

Ignac Schwartz’s house. Major events of Betar were the yearly Hanukah shows and

dances.

BETAR - KASZONY 1940

Standing: Salamon Jozsi, Auspitz Miklos, Berkovics Bela, Herbstman Pubi, Ackerman
Henrich, Herbstman Menyus, Klein Jozsi, Einczig Miki, and Grosz J6zsi.

Sitting: Ackerman Yoszi, and Friedman Mojshi
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PURIM IN KASZONY Organized by Betar

Purim shows were organized by Betar and became a regular celebration in the life of
Jewish Kaszony. Betar frequently received visitors from other locals, such as Halperin
and Eri Jabotinsky, the son of Zeev. A few of them even went to a “hachsarah”
(preparatory training) and to Palestine. They were also active in “Aliya Beth,” the
“illegal” immigration to Palestine during the British Mandate.

In 1933 Betdr organized in Kaszony a “hachsarah” for the movement. About fifty

to sixty young men and women arrived from all over Subcarpathia and Slovakia to

work in the vineyards of Kaszony as their preparation for aliyah to Palestine. The
“hachsarah” existed in Kaszony for two to three years.

11



In the mid-1930’s a strong competitor of Betar was established, The League for

Eretz Yisrael Haovedet (The League for Labor Eretz Yisrael). The local representative

was Suli Klein. The League drew its membership mostly from among the working class

and the small businessmen. In their orientation they followed the policies of David

Ben Gurion. The members of the League were less visible than Betdr. They never

attained the same influence, but nevertheless developed a youth organization which

practically saved the lives of many youngsters in our village.

This organization became known as Dror-Hechaluz Hatzair (Freedom—Young Pio-

neers). It was formed in Kaszony in 1934 by the writer of this book, who became
attached to this movement in Munkacs. The local organizer was Karcsi Lebovics.

The club’s “moadon” was in his parents’ home and workplace. Dror’s membership

came from the poorest non-orthodox young people of Kaszony. Many of them were

too poor to attend high school or even to have an opportunity to learn a trade. This

group grew slowly, to about thirty members. They met frequently to study Hebrew
and to read together Jewish literature supplied to them by their headquarters. After

1939, when the movement developed industrial “hachsharas” in Budapest, most
of them left home to learn a trade there. Many of them survived the Holocaust in

Budapest.

Except for Betar, the League for Labor Eretz Israel and Dror, no other Zionist

organization existed in Kaszony. While the religious Zionists certainly had individual

members in Kaszony, they never managed to grow into a viable movement.

12



THE HOLOCAUST PERIOD

The Hungarian Period and the Holocaust in Kaszony

In 1938 the border between Czechoslovakia and Hungary became “hot.” Hungarian

guerrillas (Szabadosok) started to disturb the Czechs by shooting at them. These

guerrillas were recruited mostly from highly nationalistic elements, who were also anti-

Semitic. They were potentially dangerous to the Jewish population. At the end of

October the fighting between the Czechs and the Hungarian guerrilla forces became so

fierce that the Czechs decided to evacuate the population. After the “Vienna-decision”

of November 2, 1938, the people were allowed to return to their homes.

Two days before the Hungarian Army returned to Kaszony on November 10, 1938,

the Jews, like the rest of the population, displayed Hungarian flags on their houses.

Many Jews, especially of the older generation, remembering the “good old days” of the

Austro-Hungarian Empire, were looking forward to the disappearance of the border

between Kaszony and the satellite villages which had remained after World War I.

But then it happened. As soon as the Czech army left, the Hungarian guerrillas

started to terrorize the Jewish population by breaking windows and tearing down the

Hungarian flags from their homes. The Jewish young people of the village organized a

self-defense group and chased the guerrillas back over the border. There were a few
influential Hungarian families, like Horthy Sdndors (a distant relative of Horthy,
the regent of Hungary) who helped the Jews by summoning the gendarmeries from
Barabds, the nearest Hungarian village.

But help was otherwise non-existent. As soon as the Hungarian army returned, all

anti-Jewish laws which already existed in Hungary became law in Kaszony. The first

targets were the so-called “foreign” Jews, those who could not prove Hungarian citi-

zenship. They were molested and threatened with deportation to Poland. Luckily the

deportation was stopped in October of 1941, after the Kamenetz-Podolsk massacre.
(Described on page 17 in this book.)

The next step was the “review of licenses.” Jews were not allowed to keep their

stores or to work in the professions. Only a few of them, if they could show that they
had served in World War I with distinction, were exempt. Many Jewish families either

took on manual labor jobs, which were still allowed, or became unemployed. Some of
the Jewish businesses reopened by taking in a non-Jew as a partner (straw man). The
Jewish partner was allowed to work for the non-Jewish partner. For example, the
movie theatre was taken over by the Horthy family, but the Einczig family continued
to run it for a fee.

Young people, and later the not-so-young, were called up to serve in the labor
battalions which were run by the Hungarian army. All the officers of the labor bat-

talions were officers in the army. Jews were allowed to “help out” with the manage-
ment and organization of the work task. (See details on page 18.) Fifty-seven Jews
from Kaszony lost their lives in these labor camps. (See list on page 39.)
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The worst came after March 19, 1944, when the German army occupied Hungary.

Jews lost any remaining civil rights and all their properties. All in Kaszony, who were

not in work camps or in Budapest, were transferred to the ghetto in Beregszdsz, and

from there to Auschwitz.

THE LIQUIDATION OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY

R6zsi Ackerman-Weissman
,
one of the survivors, described the liquidation of Jewish

life in Kaszony as follows: R6th Dezsd and my father Lajos Ackerman were the last

elected officials of the Jewish community in Kaszony. The Germans arrived in Kaszony

on Erev Pesach (the day before Passover) and took over the organization of the "‘re-

settlement” program in co-operation with the local gendarmerie. Already on the first

day of Passover some of the Jewish families were transferred to the Kont and Vdry
brick factories in Beregsz&sz. Three days later all Jewish families of Kaszony were

transferred into the local schools and the synagogue and from there to the brick

factory. We were allowed to take with us no more than that we could carry in our

own hands. The ten-mile journey to Beregszdsz was carried out by horse-drawn car-

riages, supplied by the largest Jewish landowner, Menyus Klein. In the brick factory we
were sleeping on the floors without any roof above our heads. We built protective

walls from the bricks, but this didn’t protect us from the rain and wind. For the first

few days we still had food from home, but later food became scarce. Sanitation facili-

ties were horrendous and medical services or medicine in short supply. Some of the old

and very young died in the ghetto. The evacuation started on May 15, 1944. We were

packed in freight cars, not less than 80 people in one sealed wagon. In Kassa the train

was taken over by the Germans, but we still didn’t know anything about our destina-

tion. The trip to Auschwitz lasted about three days. There we went through the

selection process. Only the young and healthy people were selected for work. I was
separated from my father, my mother and Joli, my youngest sister. I have never seen

them again. After some months I was sent with several hundred other girls to work in

a factory in the Sudetenland of Czechoslovakia, where I was liberated by the Russian

army in May of 1945. I was lucky to find two of my older brothers in Debrecen,

Hungary. We decided to move to Israel and not to return to Kaszony ever, ever again.
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The tombstone of Rabbi Yehosaf (Joseph) Rottenberg. He died in 1911

The tombstone of Regina Schwartz. She died in 1939.
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CHAPTER 2

HOW DID OUR PEOPLE PERISH?

AUSCHWITZ AND THE "FINAL SOLUTION"

(In memory of Kaszony's 492 martyrs whose names are listed on pp. 39-51)

The largest number of the Jews of Kaszony died in Auschwitz and in other German
concentration camps. We know specifically about 492 persons, including 109 children

under the age of 12. This number amounts to almost 70% of the entire Jewish popula-

tion of Kaszony, who lived during World War II, under the Nazis.

From eyewitness testimony we know that the trip from Beregszdsz to Auschwitz

lasted about three days, with unbearable conditions of hunger, overcrowding and

absence of toilet facilities.

On the day of arrival, they went through the first “selection”, accompanied by the

shouting of the Nazis, torture and humiliation, which for many was an added test of

endurance and a source of terrible spiritual anguish.

For the Hungarian groups the selector was the notorious Dr. Mengele who con-

ducted the “medical research.” Dr. Mengele made a sign, and the arrivals lined up in

two groups. The first group consisted of able-bodied men and women under the age of

fifty. They were flanked by SS guards and taken into the barracks. The second group

included the aged, the crippled, the feeble, and the women with young children. Those

too sick to walk were loaded into Red Cross vans. This group including those who went
off in the vans, passed a few moments later through the doors of the crematorium

from which no one ever returned.

KAMMENETZ PODOLSK

(To the memory of Alte Rechama, the daughter of our renowned Rabbi Yisruel Zvi

Halevi Rottenberg, her husband Zvi Eichenstein, the rabbi of Dobrony, and their five

children, Mindel, Chava, Esther, Rachel-Malka, and a son whose name is not known.)

In 1941 KEOKH, the National Central Alien Control Office, devised a plan for the

expulsion of the “alien” Jews of Polish and Russian origin, with the promise that these

Jews could start a “new” life in German-occupied Galicia. By the end of August, 1941,

approximately 18,000 Jews, men, women and children, were handed over to the SS
in Kor#smez<3 (Jasina). From there they were taken by the SS in trucks to the vicinity

of Kolomea and from there marched in columns of 300 to 400 to temporary homes
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around Kamenets-Podolsk. En route they were often attacked by Ukrainian militia-

men, who robbed them of their possessions. Those who refused to yield their valuables

were killed. The Germans were unprepared for the mass arrival of the Jews, and at first

actually requested that the deportations stop. The Hungarians, however, refused. On

August 27 and 28, 1941, the Hungarian Jews, surrounded by units of the SS, their

Ukrainian hirelings and reportedly a Hungarian sapper platoon, along with the indige-

nous Jews of Kamenets-Podolsk, were compelled to march about ten miles to a series

of craters caused by bombings. They were ordered to strip, after which they were

machine-gunned. Many of them, still alive though gravely wounded, were buried with

the dead.

THE WORK AND PLIGHT OF THE LABOR SERVICEMEN
IN THE UKRAINE

(In memory of our 57 martyrs, whose names are listed on pp. 39-51)

We don't know the circumstances under which, or where, our brothers from Kas-

zony died, but eyewitnesses told some of the unbelievable events that happened to

the labor servicemen in the Ukraine from 1941 through 1945. We know that they had

to put up with many difficulties: war conditions, hard work, malnourishment, inade-

quate clothing, lack of shelter and cruel weather. But above all ranked the inhuman
treatment by their guards, the SS and the Hungarian military police who were rampag-
ing in the area.

The conditions under which the Jewish labor servicemen lived and worked depended
entirely on the company commanders and their Hungarian guards. Far removed from
the scrutiny of the central authorities, officers and guards often gave vent to their

own frustrations and to their sadistic inclinations by abusing the labor servicemen

entrusted to them. In the winter, in sub-zero weather, their hard labor included con-

struction, cleaning and maintaining roads, snow removal, the loading and unloading of

ammunition and provisions, building trenches and fortifications. Some of the more
dangerous work included the cleaning of mine fields, which sometimes meant marching
over them, or the burying of the dead between the German and Russian front lines.

Sometimes they had to replace with their own bodies the horses that collapsed and
died on the rain-soaked mud roads. Their low food rations were very often withheld
as punishment or were stolen by the guards. Often, after work, the guards amused
themselves by tying Jews onto tree branches with their hands tied behind their backs
(kikotes), beatings, forcing them to swim in icy rivers and then to climb ice-covered

trees to become ice statues.

To escape was almost impossible. Even if a Jew managed to escape to the partisans

who were hidden in the forests, he wasn’t always safe. Some of the partisans, like the
“Benderovci,” Ukrainians, while anti-German, were also anti-Soviet and anti-Semitic.

Labor servicemen also had to witness the destruction of the indigenous Jewish popu-
lation, an experience that didn’t give them much hope for their own survival.

At the end of the war, it was estimated that about 50,000 labor servicemen had
died, probably 80% of them in Poland and the Ukraine.
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THE THREE STAGES OF DEGRADATION IN THE LABOR CAMPS

Jeno and Jozsi with friends, still in

uniforms, but with a yellow ribbon

on their arms (1941-42)Jeno Ackerman and Jozsi Einczig in

full Hungarian uniforms (1940-41)

Jozsi Einczig

Only the hat and the yellow ribbon remains (1942-45)

Burech Pinkovics
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Building an Airport near Lake Balaton in Western Hungary.

MEMBERS OF A JEWISH LABOR BRIGADE WORKING UNDER THE SUPERVISION
OF THE HUNGARIAN ARMY

Building Telephone Lines in the Carpathian Mountains of Transylvania (Romania)
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DOROSHICH-ANOTHER TALE OF HORROR FROM THE UKRAINE

(In memory of: Hugo Huth (Solembacsi's grandson), Yisrael-Menahem Felberbaum,

Mayer Rapaport, Simha Veres, Lajos Einczig, Feri Weisz.)

In Ervin G. Gallili’s book Tanuk Vagyunk, (“We Are Witnesses”)* Zoltan Singer

describes what happened on a small collective farm called Doroshich, near Zitomir, in

the Ukraine on April 30, 1943, the last day of Passover:

Whatever remained of the Second Hungarian Army after the defeat of January

near Voronez was retreating under chaotic conditions. The situation of the six or

seven thousand Jews remaining out of forty thousand was even worse. They were

retreating on foot, without food or shelter, for months, in temperatures of 24 degrees

below zero, Fahrenheit. Many died of frostbite and typhus on their way to their

destination, Doroshich. Because hundreds were sick, suffering from fevers of 104 to

106 degrees Fahrenheit, the Hungarians established a “hospital” for them. It consisted

of several large empty barns with straw on the floor. Each of those barns housed six

to eight hundred “patients” in the care of one or two Jewish doctors and several male

nurses. The food consisted of black coffee and a piece of bread in the morning and

soup for both lunch and dinner. Medicine was a few aspirin and “paper cotton” and

tape. The entire “hospital” was surrounded by barbed wire and guarded by Hungarian

soldiers.

On April 30, 1943, one of the barns, with approximately 800 men in it suffering

from typhus, started to burn in four places at the same time. Later it was noted that

the doors were locked with barbed wire, so it was obvious that the guards were in-

volved. The fire spread quickly. Many of the patients tried to escape, living torches as

they were, only to be machine-gunned by the guard. The fire was over in ten minutes

but it left several hundred dead and burned people. The wounded continued to die in

agony for several more days. Mr. Singer, the writer of this article, was one of the few

survivors of this barn; he only received a bullet in the leg.

It is interesting to note that the official military commission which investigated the

tragic events in Doroshich found that “nobody could be charged with responsibility

or even negligence, since the fire had been inadvertently set by a smoking Jew.” The
report doesn’t even mention the massacre perpetrated by the guard.
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BOR AND THE KISKUNHALAS MASSACRE

(In memory of Yitzhak Stark, Imre Rapaport

and Dr. Pista Klein)

The Bor copper mines were located about 200 kilometers (124 miles) northeast of

Belgrade. In April of 1941, following the subjugation of Yugoslavia, the mines were

taken over the by Prussian National Bank and were operated by the German “Todt,” a

half-military, half-technical organization. In July of 1943 the Hungarian Government

agreed to supply about 6,000 Jewish labor servicemen to work in the mines “under

Hungarian military control and discipline.” The Germans also employed a small num-
ber of Seventh Day Adventists (Szombatistak), Jehovah’s Witnesses, Serbian convicts,

Russian and Italian prisoners— all classified as “enemies of the Reich.” They worked
under grueling conditions eleven hours a day under German supervision. Most of them
worked underground, knee-deep in water, breathing air filled with suffocating dust

and explosive gases. Their pay consisted of half a pound of bread, seven dinars, and a

portion of watery soup. Sundays were spent cutting wood for the kitchen or doing

repair work for the buildings. On the slightest pretense the guards would hang the

culprits by their hands which were tied behind their backs. Despite the deplorable

living and working conditions, loss of life was relatively light.

Tragedy befell the Jews after mid-September of 1944, when the Germans were
forced to evacuate Bor under the combined pressure of the Red Army and the parti-

sans. The first contingent of 3,600 men left Bor under the escort of the Hungarian
guards. A few of them escaped to the Yugoslav partisans. The bulk of them marched
through Belgrade several hundred miles to Mohacs, Hungary. From there they were
transported to different concentration camps in Germany. Only a handful survived.

iiiiiiiiss

Imre Rapaport
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A second group of 2,500 Jews, left two days later. They were driven mercilessly

through Belgrade, with little or no food or water. Whoever could walk no longer was
shot. Close to the Hungarian border 147 tried to escape. The Germans caught them
and executed 146. Only one of them got away. In one instance 36 doctors were
senselessly murdered by criminal German and Hungarian elements. Among them
Dr. Klein Pista and Fendrich Sdri’s husband from Kaszony.

The greatest slaughter occurred during the nights of October 7 and 8, in 1944, at

Cservenka. Here the SS forced the Jews to run back and forth all day to exhaust them.
They had to surrender all their remaining possessions. Then they were taken in groups
of 20 to 30 to a huge pit where they were murdered. Seven hundred to 1,000 lost their

lives in Cservenka.

Any who survived were driven further to the Hungarian border where they were
transferred into freight trains. The train stopped in Kiskunhalas, where 196 of them,
including the above-mentioned from Kaszony, were ordered off the train and were
massacred by the SS, the Nyilas gangs and some of the Hungarian guard. The 196 are

buried in the Jewish cemetery in Budapest.

Those who did not die in the many massacres which occurred on the way or from
exhaustion on the march were sent to several concentration camps in Austria and
Germany, where most of them perished.

Memorial in The Budapest Jewish Cemetery for the 196 young men murdered in

Kiskunhalas, Hungary.
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CHAPTER 3

KASZONY’S
OUTSTANDING PERSONALITIES

RABBI YISRAEL ZVI HALEVI ROTTENBERG, 1890-1944

Rabbi Rottenberg, the famous “Kaszonyer Rebbe” was born in 1 890 and served his

congregation from 1919 to 1944. He was descended from a family of famous rabbis.

His great grandfather was Rabbi Zvi Hirsh from Bezidisow, Galicia, the author of

Ateret Zvi (The Crown of the Deer), and the student of Hachoze, the Seer of Lublin.

Rabbi Zvi Hirsh died without a male heir
;
therefore his work was continued in many

Polish villages by his sons-in-law, and his nephews. One of them was Rabbi Yosef, one

of his sons-in-law, who spread Rabbi Zvi’s teachings in Koziba, Galicia. His son was

Rabbi Zvi Hirsh, who inherited his father’s rabbinate.

In 1853, his son Rabbi Yosef Halevi Rottenberg, was born. He is also known as

Yehosaf. In 1873, when he was only twenty years old, he became the Rabbi of Tas,

Hungary. From Tas he went to Nyirmada and in 1894 became the Rabbi of Debrecen.

Three years later, in 1897, he became the Rabbi of Kaszony where he remained for

fourteen years until his death in 1911. He was, probably, the first Kaszonyer Rebe.

Rabbi Yosef Halevi was an exceptional personality who became known and honored

all over Hungary. In fact he was considered to be one of the fathers of Hasiduth in

that country. His yeshivah made Kaszony famous all over the world. Thousands of

students came to study with him. On certain holidays Kaszony was flooded with

chasidim who came to listen to his sermons, to seek his advice and to receive his

blessing. His teachings were incorporated in two books, B’ne Shileshim (The sons of
the third generation) which was about the Torah and the holidays, and Vaizbar Yosef

(And Yosef collected produce). He used to fast very often. Whatever he received from

his followers he contributed to charity. He died in 1911.

After his death, his oldest son, Rabbi Hayem Shlomo Rottenberg became the

rabbi of Kaszony: He died in 1919. He was the author of “Shmua Tova” (Good News).

In 1919 the Jews of Kaszony picked Rabbi Yosef’s youngest son, Yisroel Zvi Halevi

to become their rabbi. He was incidentally the son-in-law of his oldest brother, Hayem
Shlomo.

Yisroel Zvi Halevi was reluctant to accept this position, but he was persuaded to do

so by the “Belzer Rebbe’’, Yesashar Dov Rokah. During his rabbinate Kaszony again

became an important center of the chasidut. Yisroel Zvi was considered one of the

“gaonim”, eminent scholars, in the Kabala, the Torah and its commentaries. All of his

time was devoted to learning and teaching. Under his leadership Kaszony, which was
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hardly known in Hungary, became well known as the center of Talmudic learning and
the source for consultation about all Jewish problems. Rabbi Israel Zvi Rottenberg

was respected not just by his Hasidim, but by all Jews who needed help. He never

preached against anybody nor became involved in the daily disputes of his people. His

life was devoted to learning, teaching and spreading the word of the Torah in his

yeshiva, named Ateret Zvi
, (The Crown of the Deer). His book is “Or Male” (Full

Light). Several times a year he preached in the Great Synagogue of Kaszony whose
members were less orthodox. But his students were supported by the entire Jewish

population, not just the ultra-orthodox.

About his family: His first wife Mindl, died in 1919. She was the mother of his two
oldest daughters, Alte-Rechama and Ziporah Yentl. Alte-Rechama died in Kamenetz-
Podolsk together with her husband Zvi Eichenstein, the rabbi of Dobrony, and their

five children. Ziporah-Yentl became the wife of Lipa Teitlebaum from Nyirbator. She

died at Auschwitz together with her three children.

His second wife, Rachel Malka died in 1925. She was the mother of his only son,

Alter Hayem Shlomo. He died with his father in Auschwitz.

His third wife Adel had three children, Rochl, Yoheved and Ester. Rochl lived in

Poland where she died in the Holocaust. Yoheved died in a tragic accident in 1935 in

Kaszony. She pierced her finger with a fish-bone. Ester died in Auschwitz.

In April 1944 Rabbi Yisroel Rothenberg was transferred to the ghetto Beregszdsz

together with the rest of the Jews of Kaszony. In the ghetto he was beaten almost

to death by one of the guards whom he asked whether he might keep a cheap clock.

In 1944, on the third day of Sivan, he perished in Auschwitz with the rest of the

martyrs of Kaszony. His book Or Male (Full Light) was published in 1984 by David

Felberbaum, one of his many admirers. David Felberbaum now lives in New Square,

Rockland County, New York.

Sabbath stroll with Rabbi Yisrael Zvi Rottenberg
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Rabbi Yisrael Zvi Halevi Rottenberg, 1890—1944
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GEORGE (GYURI) KLEIN (1925- )

Gyuri is one of our outstanding “landsmen”, of whom all of us can be proud. Follow-

ing his brilliant career causes one to wonder how many like him ended up in the cre-

matoria of Auschwitz. Gyuri was just lucky, and humanity can be grateful for that!

Gyuri is the son of Henrich Klein who owned and lived in the “bank’s building”

next to the synagogue, until his death in 1927. After his father’s death, Gyuri and his

mother moved to Budapest, but he visited Kaszony frequently during the summer
vacations. Gyuri studied at the University of Budapest and finished his medical educa-

tion in Stockholm, Sweden, in 1951. He spent a couple of months in 1950 at the Insti-

tute of Cancer Research in Fox Chase, Philadelphia, where he fell in love with biology.

Since 1957 he has been a full professor at the Karolinska Institute and head of the
Department of Tumor Biology in Stockholm.

Gyuri ’s achievements are many. He has published over 800 papers in Swedish and
other international scientific journals. He has received many honors and international

prizes. Among them are his being a member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sci-

ences, a foreign associate of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States, an
honorary member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, an honorary member of the
French Society of Immunology. For ten years (1973-1983) he was a visiting professor
at the Hebrew University Hadassah Medical School. In 1972 he received in Israel the
Rabbi Shai Shacknai Prize in Tumor Immunology.

Gyuri lives in Stockholm with his childhood sweetheart Eva whom he married in
Budapest. She is also a professor at the Karolinska Institute. They have three children
and three grandchildren. One of their children, Peter, lives in New York.
God was good to Gyuri: he still enjoys the company of his mother, Mrs. Henrich

Klein, now in her 90’s.

There is another of our countrymen living in Stockholm; Dr. Tomas Kenedi (Klein),
a physician. He is the son of Bela Klein, Henrich and Miska’s brother. Tomas had
spent many summers in Kaszony with Gyuri.
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George Klein

Date of Birth: July 28, 1925 in Budapest

M.D. Karolinska Institute, 1951 ;
D.Sc. (Hon.) University of Chicago, 1966. Instructor

in histology, Budapest University, 1945; Instructor in pathology, Budapest University,

1946; Research Fellow, Karolinska Institute, 1947-1949. Assistant Professor of Cell

Research 1951-1957; Since 1957 Professor of Tumor Biology and Head of the Depart-

ment of Tumor Biology, Karolinska Institute, Medical School, Stockholm. Guest

Investigator at the Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia, PA, 1950; Visiting

Professor, Stanford University, 1961; Fogarty Scholar, NIH, 1972; Visiting Professor,

Hebrew University, Hadassah Medical School, 1973-1983. Member of the Royal

Swedish Academy of Sciences. Foreign Associate of the National Academy of Sciences

of the United States; Honorary Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences;

Honorary Member of the American Association of Immunologists; Foreign Member of

the American Philosophical Society. Honorary Member of the French Society of

Immunology. Member of the Scientific Advisory Council of the Swedish Medical

Board; Honorary Foreign Member of the American Academy of Arts Sciences; Member
of the Scientific Advisory Council of the Cancer Research Institute, New York; Editor,

Advances in Cancer Research, and Advances in Viral Oncology. Bertha Goldblatt

Teplitz Award together with Dr. Eva Klein, 1960; Dunham Lecturer of Harvard Uni-

versity, 1966; Clowes Memorial Lecturer, American Association for Cancer Research,

1967; Prize of the Danish Pathological Society, 1967; Lennander Lecturer of the

Swedish Medical Association, 1967; Rabbi Shai Shacknai Prize in Tumor Immunol-

ogy, 1972; Bertner Award, 1973; Annual Award of the American Society, 1973;

Harvey Lecturer, 1973; Prix Griffuel, 1974; Harvey Prize 1975
;
Gardner Award, 1976;

Behring Prize, 1977; Bjork&i Prize, 1978; Sloan Prize from the General Motors Cancer

Research Foundation, 1979; Award of the Santa Chiara Academy, Italy, 1979; Erik

Fernstrom Prize (with Eva Klein), 1983; Anniversary Prize of the Swedish Medical

Association, 1983. Published more than 800 papers in the fields of experiment and

cancer research.
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BELA AUSPITZ (1904-1941)

Bela was the second oldest son of the large Auspitz family which consisted of six boys
and four girls. Their father Ign&c died in 1936. Their mother perished in Auschwitz

in 1944.

Mrs. Auspitz was the sister of the famous writer and revolutionary Zalka Mdt^
(former name, Bela Frank) from the village of Mdtdszalka near Kaszony. Zalka Mdtd
participated in the short-lived Hungarian Communist regime of 1919. After its defeat,

he fled to Russia where he became a general in the Russian Army. In 1934 to 1936 he
fought in the International Brigade in Spain under the name, General Lukdcs. He died

in Spain fighting Franco’s Fascist army. He is buried in Budapest.

In 1928 Zalka Mdt6 had summoned his nephew Bela Auspitz to the Soviet Union,
where he joined the air force, becoming a test pilot. He attained the rank of colonel in

the Soviet Air Force. He lost his life in 1941, in Moscow, while testing a new aircraft.
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YERMIYAHU HALPERIN FROM THE WORLD CENTER OF BEtAr IN KASZONY
Standing: Klein Siku Sitting: Mrs. Halperin, Rapaport Magda, Mrs. Rapaport, Dezso

Rapaport, Weisz Sari, Yermijahu Halperin

DEZSO RAPAPORT (1892-1945)

Dezso was an outstanding personality in Kaszony between the two world wars. He was

the eldest son of a large family consisting of four sons and two daughters. His father

was the only Jewish barber in the village, but he divided his time between his occupa-

tion and the study of the Torah. As soon as the boys passed their bar Mitzvah, or even

earlier, each had to learn a trade and help out their family. Their formal schooling was

limited; Dezso acquired his secular education through reading. His interests included

Jewish and general history, politics, photography, and his chosen profession—drug

store management. Through hard work he acquired his own house, a vineyard, and

his own drug store.

In the 1920’s, when Zionism came to Kaszony, he became the leader of the Betkr

movement. He studied the works of Herzl, Jabotinsky and the other Zionist literature

and shared their contents with the young people of Kaszony each Saturday for many
years. His home became the lodging for such Zionist leaders as Eri Jabotinsky and

others. Under his influence many young people left the village for a hachshara (training

camp) and later went to Palestine.

Dezso had an exceptional talent for photography and became the photographer

of the village. He also played the violin very well, learning it just from listening. He

was one of the organizers of all the Purim shows and Chanukah plays. His outstand-

ing sense of humor was reflected in the plays, satires and songs he wrote for those

occasions. Unfortunately all of his writings were lost in the Holocaust. In 1944 he was

taken to Auschwitz with the rest of the Jewish population. Allegedly, he survived the

camp, but he never arrived home.
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SANDOR ICZKOVICS

Mr. Iczkovics was the last president of the Orthodox Jewish Community of Kaszony.

His duties included all financial matters of the Rabbinate, the Yeshivot and The Great

Synagogue. He was responsible for the salary of the Rabbi and all other employees.

Every Jewish home was assessed and “taxed” according to their ability to pay, unless

they chose not to. Very few families opted for this exception. He was also in charge

of the welfare of the poor, the sick, the orphans and all other religious institutions such

as the “Mikve” (ritual bathhouse) and the cemetery.

When Mr. Iczkovics assumed the presidency in the early 1930s, at the time of the

depression, the Community was in great financial trouble. He worked hard, without

pay, and within a few short years managed to improve the Community’s financial

position considerably. All employees received their salaries on time and bills were
paid without delay. His devotion and capability paid off in the later years of the

1930s, when he managed to renovate the Great Synagogue, modernize the Mikve and

increase the support for the Yeshive, the poor and all others who needed the Com-
munity’s help. He filled his “thank-less” position with pride and honesty. He finished

his life in Auschwitz together with his wife, Ethel, his brother Bemit and their teenage

daughter Irdn. One of his sons, Imi died in the labor camps. His two surviving children

Miki and Magda, with their families, live in Connecticut.

JULISZALI

If there were any heroes of the Holocaust period among the Jews of Kaszony, Julis was
certainly one of them. She arrived in Kaszony as a young girl from Munkdcs, where her

brother was a Hasid. In Kaszony she abandoned the practices of the Jewish religion.

All her friends were non-Jews. With them she attended church services on Sundays.
Very few people knew that she was Jewish. When all the Jews of Kaszony were trans-

ferred into the ghetto in Beregszdsz, she remained behind and used her freedom to

rescue children from the ghetto. For example, she managed to rescue Manci Waldman’s
child from the ghetto. She took him over the Slovakian border and delivered him into

the hands of his mother from whom he had been separated. He now lives with Manci
in Natanya, Israel.

Unfortunately somebody tipped off the gendarmerie about Julis’ activities; (people
suspect Gere’s wife), and Julis was deported with the rest of her people. In Auschwitz,
since she was an old lady at the time of her arrival, she volunteered “to take with her”
several young children in order to save their mothers. This is how Cili and Lenke
Halpert were saved.

•(•* tud) *69 o»p iVk? ...noK

He who preserved the life of one person, (his merit is)

as if he would have preserved the whole world

Sanhadrin 37
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Miska's brother

Dr. Bela Klein (Kenedi)

Miska Klein and his wife Hajnal

Their daughter Erzsike is seen with Sari Auspitz.

Mrs. Klein and her child were murdered in Auschwitz.

MISKA KLEIN, CIRCA 1894-1962

Miska was another outstanding leader that the Jewish community produced. He was

born into a well-to-do family, one with great sensitivity to the needs of all the popula-

tion.

In World War I, while serving in the Austro-Hungarian army, he earned several

medals for bravery and dedication. Under the Czechoslovak regime, Miska established

good relations in governing circles and organized the first volunteer fire department in

the village. He managed to get all the equipment and uniforms that the fire department

needed. For many years he himself headed the department.

Miska was also interested in the local sport clubs, mainly soccer, which he supported

wholeheartedly.

He survived Auschwitz, but lost his wife and his four-year old daughter, his only

child, experiences that affected him for the rest of his life.

After the war, when the Soviets occupied Kaszony, he joined the Communist Party

in order to offer his experience and know-how in helping the local population. He was
early recognized by the Russians as being an exceptionally capable administrator and

organizer of food supplies. He received many honors and civilian decorations for his

work. His influence extended far beyond Kaszony and is said to have reached Moscow,
He died in 1962. His place was taken over by the only Jew remaining in Kaszony—

Karcsi Lebovics. (He died recently.)
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CHAPTER 4

THE VICTIMS OF HATE
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Prayer in memory of the Martyrs
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The Martyrs

ACKERMAN Aron

Moritz

Ida

Giza

ACKERMAN Lajos

Ethel

Joli

ACKERMAN Herman

Rezsi, ket gyermekevel

ACKERMAN Klara

Fancsi

Lenke

Annus

ACKERMAN Zoltan

Eszter

Joszi

Rezska ket gyermeke

ACKERMAN Helen, ket gyermekevel

ADLER Menyhert

Paszja 3 gyermekevel

Pepi (Feld)

ADLER Roza

Hanni

Sari

AUSPITZ Ignatzne

Bela

Sandor

Mariska 3 gyermekevel

Or other Nazi camps

USSR
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The Martyrs

AUSPITZ

BERKOVITZ

Rozsi 2 gyermekevel

Moritzne

Yehezkiel

neje es 8 gyermeke

BERKOVITZ

BRAUN

Jakab

Jolan

Lajcsi

Manyi

Pepi

Samu

Akhen

Bozsi

BRAUN Nehama

Roza

Jolan

Margit

Aliz

Edith

BRAUNSTEIN N.

Hermina

Babu

BURGER

DICKER

EINCZIG

EINCZIG

Iren, ket gyermekevel

Geza

Sarolta

Ida neni

Elias

Matild

Miklos

Lajos

Piroska

Judith
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The Martyrs In

Auschwitz

In

Labor

Camps

In

Budapest

EINCZIG Lajos es 3 gyermeke

Jeno es 1 gyermeke

Bozsi i

EINCZIG Roza i

Elu i

Smilu i

EINCZIG Solem i

Fani i

Regina es 3 gyermeke 3 i

Hanni es ket gyermeke 3

EINCZIG Lajos 1

Terez 1

Erno i

Magda 1

FARKAS Dvojre 1

Hajim i

FEDER Jeno 1

Lina
1 gyermekevel 2

H enrich i

Erno i

FELBERBAUM Abraham 1

Sureh 1

Smuel 1

Feigl 1

Hanna 1

Jiszroel

FELBERBAUM Jitzhak 1

Smuel 1

FELDMAN Izso 1

Ilonka 1

Slovakia (4)

Slovakia(2)
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FENDRICH Armin i

Hanni i

FENDRICH Eszter i

FENDRICH Nelly (allapotos) i

FENDRICH Pepi 1

Herman i

Rozsi, ket gyermekevel 3

Boriska, egy gyermekevel 2

Manci, egy gyermekevel 2

Klari

Dezso

1

Herman 1

FRIEDMAN ferj 1

felesege 1

leanya 1

leanya 1

FRIEDMAN Herman 1

felesege

Bercsu
1

Rozsi 1

GARTENBERG Elias 1

Ida, Ilonka gyermekevel 2

Jozsef 1

Erzsike es 3 gyermeke 4
Etus 1

Ignac 1

GLAUB Fani 1

Honora 1

Mendi 1
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GLAUB

The Martyrs

Hershi

neje, egy gyermekiikkel

GOTTDIENER Hermina

Fia

GOTTESMAN Izrael

Mendel masodik gyermeke

GOTTESMAN Marion

Ilonka

Laszlo

GROSZ Sarolta

Jolan egy gyermekevel

Margit gyermeke

GRUNBERGER Janka, ket gyermekevel

GRUNBERGER Mariska

Iren

Elza

Sanyi

HALPERT Jakab

Hanna

HERBSTMAN Lenke

Sari es ket gyermeke

Bozsi

HERBSTMAN Sanyi

Iren, egy gyermekevel

HERSKOVK S Nachman

Szerena es 7 gyermeke
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ICZKOVICS

JONAS

KELEMEN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

The Martyrs

Sandor

Ethel

Bernat

Imre

Iren

Helen

Ethel

Deborah

Jeno

Rozsi, ket gyermekevel

Moric

Mariska

Fani

Bozsi

Ignac

Avigdor

nejevel,

5 fiaval es

4 leanyaval

Borka

Judith

Fani

Menyus

Vilmos

Ferencne

Anka

Loli

Jozsi

Hajnal 1 gyermekevel
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KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

KLEIN

The Martyrs

Ilonka 1 gyermekevel

Ferenc ket gyermekevel

Vilmosket gyermekevel

6s leanya

Jeno

Bela

Jozsi

Berti

Jozsef

Mechl

Lajos

Seindl

Berl h6t gyermekevel

Iren n6gy gyermekevel

Hanna

Hdva

Duved

Gerson

Sye

Margit 1 gyermekevel

Mayer

Eszter

Helen

Lezer

Mechl

Berta
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The Martyrs In

Auschwitz

In

Labor

Camps

In

Budapest

Elswhere

KLEIN Menyhert i

Jolan i

Jozsi Prague

KLEIN Miksa i

Sari i

Kato i

KLEIN Pista (dr.) i

KLEIN Sandor Slovakia

Ilonka Slovakia

Bandi
r Slovakia

Evi Slovakia

KLEIN Suli i

Ilonka i

KLEIN Vilmos i

Magda i

KOVANYI Mor (dr.) i

Iren i

KUN Ida i

Magda i

KUPFERSTEIN ket gyermeke 2
Abraham 1

LEBOVICS Bemat 1

Malvin 1

Bozsi 1

Jozsi
i

LEBOVICS Duved i

LEBOVITS Lipotne 1

Etus 1

Jozsef 1

Rozalia 1
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The Martyrs

LEFKOVICS Lipot

es felesege

Bozsi 1 gyermekevel

PINKOVICS Regina

RAPAPORT Giza 1 gyermekevel

Dora 1 gyermekevel

Szimu

RAPAPORT Dezso

Perez

Imre

RAPAPORT Majer

Boriska 1 gyermekevel

REINGEWURTZ Regina

Bela

ROSENBAUM Jozsi

Bozsi 1 gyermekevel

Mari neni

ROTH Karoly

Olga

ROTH Moritz

ROTH Dezso

Gabi

Chose to commit suicide before the ghetto.

Kaszony*
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N

ROTH

ROTH

ROTTENBERG

SALAMON

SALAMON

SALAMON

The Martyrs In

Auschwitz

In

Labor

Camps

In

Budapest

Elswhere

Herman 1

Hermanne 1

Jolan 1

Valvi 1

Emanuel 1
!

es felesege 1
i

i

Jolan 1

Majsi 1

Jiszrael Zvi rabbi 1

Adel 1

Rehama 5 gyermekevel Kamenecz

Ziporah 3 gyermekevel 4
Podolsk (6)

Alter Chaim 1

Rachel 1

Eszter 1

Abu 1

Margit 1

Jozsi 1

Hencsu 2 gyermekevel 3

Bozsi 1

Berta 1

Herman Prague

Oli es gyermeke 2

Herman 1

Hermina 1

Sarolta 1

Sandor 1

Marton 1

Annus 1

It no 1



The Martyrs In

Auschwitz

In

Labor

Camps

In

Budapest

Elswhere

SANDOR Magda i

SPIEGEL Helen i

Yisrael Mendl i

Avrum Majse i

Aharon Wolf i

SPIRA Sije Slovakia

Hanni Slovakia

Duved Jasina

Paula (Pipi) i

SCHNEIDER Bela i

Miijam 4 gyermekevel 5

SCHNEIDER Slomo 1

SCHNEIDER Mose Leib 1

Lea 2 gyermekevel 3

SCHWARTZ Ignac 1

Bela 1

SCHWARTZ Jeno 1

Tibi 1

SCHWARTZ Elemer i

STARK Menyhert 1

Lina 2 gyermekevel 3
Elza 1

Ignac

STARK Menyhert 1

Anna 1

Iren 1

Eszter 1

SILBER Hermina 1 gyermekevel 2



SPIEGEL
(ZSpszony)

TEITELBAUM

TEITELBAUM

The Martyrs

Giza

Bozsi

Emo
Zipora

Regina

Bela

Samu

Aladar

Menyus

Fani

Szeren leanya

TIRNAUER Jakab

felesege es 4 gyermeke

VEGH

VERES

WALDMAN

Rozsa

Mendel

Zehaija es 3 gyerek

Bela

felesege 3 gyermekevel

Bercsu

felesege 3 gyermekevel

Hindu 1 gyermekevel

Leib

Herman

Sarolta

Annus

WALDMAN Herman

felesege

Helen

Rozsi

Leib
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The Martyrs

WALLENSTEIN Lajos

Eszter 4 gyermekevel

WEINBERGER Cili

Annus gyermeke

WELTMAN Moritz (Dr.)

WEISZ Andor
Juliska

Gyuri

Magda

WEISZ Izidorne

WEISZ Albert

Laci

WEISZ Gabi (trafikos)

WEISZ Nute

Malka

Rozsi

Helen

WEISZ Miriam

Yankev Schmuel

Hanoch
Yisrael Meir

WEISZ Hani

Lili

Jolan

Feri

ZALI Julis

ZIMMERMAN Jeno'
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Lajos Einczig's wedding picture. The only survivor: The

boy sitting on the floor.

Erdesz (Einczig) Miklos* and his wife Irmus

*Died in Labor Camp
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Memorial plaque for the Einczig and Rapaport families on Mount Zion in Jerusalem.
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Sulem Bcicsi, his Wife and his family.

Sulem Bacsi, who made a living from collecting old cloth in the surrounding villages with his skeletal horse

named Csinos (Pretty). From here is the saying in Kaszony: Pretty, like Sulem Bacsi's horse. They were both

murdered in Auschwitz.

Einczig Leopold and his wife Terezia. They were both murdered in Auschwitz.
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The Ackerman and Schwartz families

Standing: Jeno” Miki, Olga, Yossi (died in Labor Camp), Nandor (in Czech uniform).

Sitting: Rezska, her husband Marton, Schwartz Helen (died in Auschwitz), Henrich,

Mr. and Mrs. Zoltan Ackerman (both died in Auschwitz).

. v
.

;

Denes Ackerman Bela Schwartz

Denes Ackerman (Schwartz Helen's son) and Bela Schwartz. Both were murdered in Auschwitz.
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Fendrich Mayer's family

Mayer Fendrich and his wife Fa'ni with seven of their nine children.

Left to right: Klari, Lala, Hanka Armin, Izsi, Sari, Jolan. The Fen-

drich family were the second largest landowners in Kaszony. The

parents died before 1938. Armin, Jol^n and Hanka died in Auschwitz.

Lala, Izsi and Sari survived in Budapest. Lala's daughter, Marika Schweitzer

on the main square of Kaszony. (In

the background the Weisz, Einczig

and Herbstman families house.)

Marika saved many of the pictures

appearing in this book. She lives

in Boston, Massachusetts.

A group of Kaszonyers in the mid 1930s.

Left to right standing: Patyu Lefkovics,

Jozsef (Rozi) Rosenbaum,

Vilmos Klein, and Menyus Klein

Sitting: Jeno Zimmerman, Erzsi Roth,

Dr. Jozsef Szamolovics, Kato Szamolovics,

Dr. J6zsef Sa’ndor, Mrs. Vilmos (Magda)

Klein, and Elem^r Klein.
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Their son, Joseph Klein, correspondent for the

London Times in Prague. Arrested by the Gestapo
in 1939 in Prague. Was never seen alive again.

Their daughter, Agnes, survived in

Budapest and now lives in Caracas,

Venezuela. In the background —
the Hungarian Reform Church of

Kaszony.

Menyhert Klein and his wife Jolan Fendrich, considered the richest people in Kaszony. Owners of several

thousand acres of land, vineyards and their own Bank. They were murdered in Auschwitz.

Klein Menyus and his family
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The Roth Family

Left to right: Dezso Rdth—Murdered in Auschwitz. During the Hungarian Rule (1938—1945),

Karoly Roth—Preferred death over the ghetto. Com- all teenagers, including Jews until 1942,

mitted suicide. Was buried in Kaszony. Klara RcSth— received para-military training at the

Died in Kaszony in 1941. Zsuzsi Roth—Survived in "levente" organization.

Budapest. Gabi Roth—Murdered in Auschwitz. Gabi in his "levente" cap.
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Lajos

Ackerman's

family

6

Sitting:

Mr.

Lajos

Ackerman

in

1940,

wearing

his

medals

for

his

bravery

in

World

War

I.

Was

murdered

in

Auschwitz

Standing

(from

left

to

right):

Sanyi,

Rozsi,

Mrs.

Ackerman,

Joli

and

Imre.

Mrs.

Ethel

Ackerman

and

Joli

were

murdered

in

Auschwitz.
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CHAPTER 5

THE SURVIVORS

THE SURVIVORS OF CONCENTRATION CAMPS

The concentration camps were originally established by the Nazis for the imprisonment

of opponents of the Hitler regime. They were “legal” from 1936 on, when the German

government put the Secret Police above the law, and the courts were not allowed to

interfere in any way. The camps were intended not just for Jews, but for anybody who
opposed the Nazi regime (Socialists, Communists), for “inferior” races (Slavs, Gypsies)

and for so-called “anti-social” elements (the retarded, thieves, vagrants, drunkards, etc.).

Most of the inmates lived in barracks, 300 to 800 in each. The worst conditions

were, of course, in the “Jewish barracks.” Food was rationed and consisted of hardly

more than a starvation diet. People died of disease, of hard work or of malnutrition.

For refusal of any order, the inmates were shot or hanged.
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Each camp was vigorously guarded by electric fences, machine gun posts and SS
guards. The SS guards consisted of Germans, Ukrainians, White Russians, Letts, Es-

tonians, and Lithuanians. For internal control the SS in turn developed a hierarchy of

privileged prisoners: Kapos and Block-Elders. There were some Jews among the Kapos
and Elders. Some of them were quite cruel.

The lot of women was not better. They were segregated from the men by a barbed-

wire fence, and communication between them was prohibited. They were clothed in

torn rags. Their heads were shaved. By and large, most of the women shared the same

fate as the men.

Auschwitz was also the site of “medical experiments” where Dr. Mengele con-

ducted his monstrous “research” on human guinea pigs.

The cause of the greatest anguish and torment were the “zeil-appels” or roll calls,

and the “selections.” Inmates had to stand in lines for hours, in any kind of weather.

Whoever seemed to be unfit for work was sent to the gas chambers. Auschwitz boasted

of achieving the greatest efficiency in the process of exterminating men, women, and

children-up to 12,000 per day!

Non-Jews would occasionally receive a package of food from outside. Jews had no

such chance. They were given the hardest work, the worst food and barracks, and thus

suffered more than the others from cold and disease.

Some “lucky ones” spent only a few months in Auschwitz. As the German factories

needed cheap labor, some Jews were transferred into “regular” non-annihilation camps

(Non-Vernichtungs Camps) where conditions remained harsh, but better than in Ausch-

witz. When those camps were freed by the armies of the Allies, very few of the Jews

returned to Kaszony. The bulk of the survivors settled in Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

and later in the United States and in Israel.

The American Flag is raised over liberated Dachau
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HOW DID OUR PEOPLE SURVIVE?

Every Jew who survived the war has an unbelievable story to tell. The Jews escaped

by miracles and sometimes because the Nazi beasts and their lackeys didn’t have time

to finish their criminal business. A small percentage of people returned from the con-

centration camps or the labor battalions. Others survived in Budapest, in Swiss or

Swedish protected houses, or with false, assumed Christian papers. Very few, if any,

were hidden by the general population. Most Hungarians, even if they were not Nazis,

didn’t want to get involved; it was too dangerous. As always, apathy helps the aggres-

sor, never the victim.

Let us examine a few cases of those who managed to survive.

//

JENO ACKERMAN

Jeno grew up in Kaszony. He was a devoted fol-

lower of Betar and a natural charismatic leader. In

October 1941 he was recruited into the labor ser-

vice in Kassa. He became the SZKPH (Szakasz-

parancsnok Helyetes), the assistant to the unit

commander. He was a hard worker, well disciplined,

and always ready to defend the members of “his”

unit against the guard.

In 1943, just one year before his unit was to be sent to the Ukraine, the Hungarian

Army was looking for all kinds of artisans to work in Budapest. Jeno volunteered.

In Budapest, the “artisans” enjoyed exceptionally good conditions, similar to those of

any Hungarian Army unit. After work they were free to move around the city. Jeno

used his freedom to get in touch with the underground Zionist movement which was

primarily engaged in the “legalization” of refugees whom they provided with the

necessary “Aryan” identification papers, Jews from Poland and Slovakia. After

October 15, 1944, when the Nyilas gangs took over the government, the production

of “Aryan” papers greatly increased. Jeno and his friends produced not just “Aryan”
papers but also stamps and seals used by the authorities, even Nyilas membership
cards. He distributed these papers without any compensation to anyone known to him
or needing his help. In fact, he disguised himself as a Nyilas and participated in their

meetings to learn something about their plans and to tip off their intended victims.

Jend joked for years about an incident which happened at one of those Nyilas meet-

ings. The Nyilas unit leader picked him out as having a “typical Aryan face.” He ex-

plained to the others how Jeno’s face was different from a Jewish face.

Jenb survived the war in Budapest. He died in 1970 in Brooklyn, New York. He left

his wife and two sons, Peter and Ronney.
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SIKU KLEIN

Siku lived in Budapest during the war under an assumed name to avoid being drafted

into the Labor Service. When the Germans occupied Hungary on March 19, 1944, the

Nyilas and other extreme rightist elements were helping to find Jews who had escaped

deportation by fleeing from the countryside or who were living in Budapest illegally

Those who were caught were deported or jailed, and after the October 15 1944
putsch of Szalasy, summarily executed. The River Duna was full of Jewish corpses

killed by the Hungarian Fascists.

Siku knew many other Jews who were living under the same circumstances as he.

He decided to organize them into a Christian congregation, with himself as the priest.

He acquired the necessary vestments, studied the New Testament and how a priest and
a Christian congregation behaved. His “congregants” were well screened; only Jews
were accepted. In the chaos which characterized those days, many people were arriving

in Budapest as refugees from territories occupied by the Red Army. Therefore it wasn’t

unusual for new small Christian congregations to open and close their doors all the

time. Siku’s plan worked. He escaped unharmed with all the members of his “congrega-

tion.” Siku now lives in Jerusalem, is married, the father of two children and has

several grandchildren.

REZSI VERES

Rezsi wrote her memoirs under the name of Ruth Bergner: The name of her book is

Azok Vagyunk (We Are Those). It was published by Delta Publishers in Israel. The
book contains 196 typewritten pages in which she describes her miraculous escape

from deportation together with her two young daughters.

Rezsi grew up in Kaszony, but was married in Bocsko, a small village in Maramaros
county near the Romanian border. When the Hungarians occupied all of Subcarpathia

in March of 1939, the Hungarian gendarmerie and the Kdmelhdritd (Counter-Spy Unit)

started to terrorize the Jewish and Ruthenian populations. In Bocskd a non-Jewish

Communist fled to Russia, leaving behind a family with small children. Somebody with

humanitarian motives decided to collect money for his family. The Kdmelhiritd some-
how obtained a list of the donors, most of them Jews. Seventy Jews were jailed with-

out trial. Rezsi’s husband was tortured to death by the K^melhdritd in the infamous

Koner-castle in Munkacs where hundreds were brutally tortured by the Hungarian
Counter-Spy Unit. He was buried by the “Hevra Kadisha” without the presence of any
of his family members.

In 1944 just before the deportation, Rezsi fled to Budapest with her two small

daughters. She managed to obtain false Christian documents for herself and the chil-

dren. She taught them to pray and to behave like Christian children. They were also

taught to claim that they were Hungarian refugees who had fled their homes in fear of
the Russian Army. Their documents were checked numerous times by the Nyilas gangs
and by the gendarmerie, but no fault could be found with them.

Rezsi was invited by some peasants to come to their village where she did housework
and farming until the end of the war. She now lives in Haifa with her two daughters

who are married and has three grandchildren.
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ALEX SCHNEIDER

Alex was the youngest child from Kaszony to survive Auschwitz and other concen-

tration camps. He was only twelve years old when he was deported in 1944. Before he

left, his father took him to the Kaszonyer Rabbi, Rabbi Jisrael Zwi Rottenberg and
asked his blessing for his son. The Rabbi blessed Alex.

At the selection at Auschwitz and at all the other selections Alex always envisioned

two angels standing behind him. When the Nazis passed him as looking strong and fit

for work, he escaped sure death.

After a few months he and his father were transferred to work in a factory in Zitau,

Germany. Not long before their liberation, his father became weak and ill and asked

Alex to do everything he could not to let his body be burned by the Nazis. When he

did die, Alex secretly buried him.

After the war, Alex found his father’s grave and buried him according to Jewish

custom. Alex now lives in Los Angeles. He is married and the father of three children.

Whenever he travels to Israel, he stops on the way at the grave of his father in Germany
for Kever Avot.

JOZSI EINCZIG (EDEN)

It was not an easy task to select a few “characteristic” survivors to tell their stories

for this book. Each of Kaszony’s survivors has an interesting story to tell, but this book
couldn’t contain all of them.

I am the only survivor of a family of six. Each member of my family died in one of
the tragedies that befell our village. Both of my parents died in Auschwitz, probably
right after their arrival. My sister Ter6z survived a couple of selections, but not all. She
became a victim of one of those selections in September or October of 1944. Her son
Imre was killed at Kiskunhalas (see story, page 22) of this book). My oldest brother
Miklos survived the death marches from Budapest, including the concentration camp
in Buchenwald. He died after the liberation on his way home to Budapest, in Gunskir-

chen, Austria. My other brother, Lajos, went to the Ukraine with a labor battalion in

1941. In the summer of 1943 we were notified that he had died in Doroshich. He was
one of the black typhus sufferers who died in the fire of the “hospital.” (See story on
page 21 .) Lajos

5

daughter Jutka and his wife both died in Auschwitz.
My survival, like that of everybody else, was truly a miracle. I was “recruited” into

a labor battalion in 1941 . After a short training in Kassa, we were sent to Transylvania*

to build a railroad bridge. We worked hard, but the food was relatively decent and we
all survived the harsh winter intact. In 1942 we built an airport in Szentkiralyszabadja*

near Lake Balaton. We lived in army tents, but the treatment was fair except for a few
“hangings by the hands” punishment for taking unauthorized absences to Budapest.

In 1943 we were sent back to Transylvania to build a telephone communication
line through the Carpathian Mountains. We spent every other day in a different village.

The treatment was again fair. At the end of 1943 we were sent to Poland and the

Ukraine. At that time all that was left of our army uniforms was the hat and a yellow
band on our left arms. As we arrived in Brody (Poland), we were taken over by a dif-

ferent Hungarian unit. They “greeted” us with what the American Indians called

“running the gauntlet”, which involved being forced to run back and forth between

*See pictures on page 20
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J6zsi Einczig (Eden) in Czechoslovak uniform at the statue of Jan Hus in Prague (1945)

two rows of soldiers wielding whips and canes. The next day we were taken by car

directly to the front line. After a short training, we were sent to work between the

front lines to pick up mines and to bury the German, Hungarian and Russian dead.

We worked all night between the two lines, while both the Russians and the Germans
kept shooting at each other. There were very few Jewish survivors. I was one of them.

A few weeks later the Hungarian army came looking for auto mechanics. Because

I had my driver’s license with me, I volunteered. This driver’s license probably saved

my life. I was sent with a group of about 100 Jews to work for the field unit of the

Hungarian Army at repairing cars for the Germans and Hungarians. The command-
ing officer of the unit was a first lieutenant, a lawyer from Miskolc. He was a real

“mentsh”; there were very few like him around. He hated the Germans and didn’t

care much about the war. We were treated not just fairly, but exceptionally well.

Every day we received the same rations as the German soldiers, cigarettes, vitamin

candies, sodas. Meat and bread were available without restrictions. I can best charac-

terize this man’s humanity through my own story. One day the Germans brought in

a big truck. The problem was a screw which had broken off, part of which was em-
bedded in the motor. 1 was told to make a hole in the screw and to remove it with a

large screwdriver. Because I had difficulty getting the screwdriver into the hole, I de-

cided to make use of a ten pound hammer. Of course, the entire motor cracked. In

time of war, this would be considered sabotage, punishable by death. One of the Jew-

ish workers decided to inform the commanding officer before he got an official report.

The commanding officer wasn’t shocked, and knew exactly what to do. He sent four

Jews in Hungarian uniforms to the nearest supply depot with an order to exchange the

whole motor for a new one. When the Germans arrived a few days later, the truck

had been “repaired.”

When the Russian Army was nearing, the unit received an order to return to Hun-
gary. The commander summoned a few Jews who were in close contact with him and

said,
44My boys, (he never called us just Jews), I haven’t forgotten my promise to take

all of you home to Hungary alive. But you know what has happened in Hungary (the
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German occupation), and therefore I wouldn't advise you to return with me. Go
wherever you can!” Of course he meant that we should all try to get over to the

Russians.

I and three of my Jewish friends received a German luxury car, an Opel Captain,

“to save it from the Russians.” We filled it up with fifty pounds of butter, bread,

conserves, salami and whatever else the kitchen had left behind. If anything were

to go wrong with the car, we had permission to bum the car, “not to leave it to the

Russians.” When we arrived at a small village called Dolina, near the Hungarian border,

we decided not to go further. We found an empty Jewish house which was some dis-

tance from the main road and transferred the food from the car into the attic. To make

sure that nobody would ever use the car again, we burned it on the spot and retired

into the attic. From there we watched the German army retreat in defeat. The same

night, the Russians arrived.

In the morning we came out of hiding and identified ourselves as Jews, but this

didn’t make much of an impression on the Russians. They took away all our food,

our watches and other belongings and put us into a prisoners camp, together with

about 20,000 Germans, Hungarians, Romanians and others who had fought against

them. We went together on a march on foot that lasted over a month to Kiev, the

capital city of the Ukraine. From Kiev we were sent to a prisoner of war camp in

Zaporozhnye, a large city near the Dnieper River. In this camp we were separated from

the Germans and were allowed to live together with other Jews in the same barracks.

We were not allowed to leave the camp except for work which consisted mainly of

unloading cargo from the ships which arrived on the Dnieper.

Again I was lucky. I became a member of a tinworkers unit which made baking

forms for the camp’s bakery. Having connections with the bakery gave us access to

bread, which, next to gold, was the best “monetary unit” in the camp. Soon we had

everything to make our lives easier.

As soon as we had arrived, many of my friends and I had volunteered to join the

Czechoslovak army in Russia. After three months we were sent to Moscow into a

transit camp. In Russia at least 60% of the Czechoslovak army consisted of Jews who
had somehow managed to survive. My induction into the army was simple. The recuit-

ing officer was a Jew named Elovics, from Beregsz&sz. Because he wanted to know that

I was Jewish, he asked me to recite the “Mode Ani” (“I thank thee”) from the prayer

book. As I had no trouble doing this, I was soon dressed in an all new uniform travel-

ing to Lvov (Lemberg). When the authorities discovered that I was a high school grad-

uate and could speak the Czech language, I became the head clerk of a unit which

fought the Germans until the end of the war. As a veteran I was given a German’s

apartment in Bmo and four years of scholarship at the University of Brno.

In liberated Prague

( 1945 )
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Those of The Jewish Youth of Subcarpathia, who survived the Hungarian Labor Camps, and

managed to escape to the Russians, had two choices: a) To remain in a Russian prisoner of war
camp and share the fate of other prisoners, such as the Germans, Italians, Hungarians, etc.

b) To join one of the fighting armies: The Russian Army, The Czechoslovakian Army in Russia

or The Hungarian Army in Russia. Most of them joined The Czechoslovakian Army.

Membership Card in The Czechoslovakian War Veteran Organization.

*
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CHAPTER 6

THE STATISTICS

This book follows the fate of 11

A

Kaszonyers who lived there during the period of

1938-1945 or emigrated during the 1930s, when the shadow of Nazism emerged in

Europe. We also followed the fate of 256 survivors of the war until the end of 1987

when this book was printed.

The statistics put the tragedy into figures:

THE SAD STATISTICS

No. of Jewish Kaszonyers No. of People % Died % Survived %

Sent to Auschwitz 500 100% 401* 80% 99 20%

Served in Hungarian Forced

Labor Camps 122 100% 57 47% 65 53%

Lived or hidden in Budapest 52 100% 8 15% 44 85%

Elsewhere in Nazi-Occupied

Europe 31 100% 26 84% 5 16%

SUBTOTAL 705 100% 492 70% 213 30%

Lived in Palestine 15 100% 0 0% 15 100%

Lived in the USA 19 100% 0 0% 19 100%

Served in Allied Armies 9 100% 0 0% 9 100%

SUBTOTAL 43 100% 0 0% 43 100%

Died in Kaszony During

1938-1944 26 — 26 — — —

TOTAL IN 1945 774 100% 518 67% 256 33%

•Includes 109 children
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THE SURVIVORS AND THEIR RESETTLEMENT

Settled after

1945 No.

Died since

1945
No. of living at

the end of 1987

Israel 96 36 60

USA 75 25 50

Budapest 41 21 20

Subcarpathia 14 11 3

Czechoslovakia 12 4 8

Canada 4 1 3

Sweden 3 3

Venezuela 3 3

Austria 2 1 1

Australia 2 2

England 1 1

Romania 1 1

USSR 1 1

Unknown 1 1

256 99 157

The tombstones of Duved Feder and Mojshe Klein in a Jewish Cemetery near New York.



CHAPTER 7

CONNECTING THREADS
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Wilt

In the U.S.A.

Olga (Ackerman), Joseph Eisdorfer

and Joseph Eden.

Sitting: Rezska Dub (Ackerman), Mrs. Erzsebeth

R6th, Mrs. Ilona Rapaport (Glaub), Wili Rapaport
Standing: Henrich Ackerman, Mrs. Henrich Acker-
man, Mrs. Zsuzska Ackerman (Roth), Mrs. Jeno
Ackerman, Jeno Ackerman, Mr. Marton Dub, Mrs.

Vera Eden, Na'ndor Ackerman.

SURVIVORS

In Israel

Connecting

Threads

*NOTE: Barbwire is original from Auschwitz-Birkenau 's death camp.
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In Hungary

Sitting: Rizus Glaub, llu Lebovics, Sari Lebovics, Bdzsi Dicker.

Standing: Hermin Teitelbaum, Juliska Einczig, Bozsi Lebovics, Sari Auspitz.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 20,000 (20%) JEWS OF SUBCARPATHIA
WHO SURVIVIED?

The end of the war didn’t stop the Jewish suffering. Many died from exhaustion,
from irreversible sicknesses and from malnutrition, in the hospitals of Germany and
Austria, in displaced persons camps, and on their way to look for a new home in
Palestine, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, the United States, or any other country in the
world that might be willing to accept them. Some had survived concentration camps,
others labor camps, prisoner-of-war camps, partisan camps, and the various armies of
the Allies. Many survived in large cities like Budapest with false names and identity
papers. All had a horrible story to tell.

Their plight was extremely painful. There were no homes to return to, no families
to rely on for help. Many of the non-Jews were hostile and still poisoned by racial
hatred. They were tearful of losing the Jewish loot they were hiding and the Jewish
homes in which they were living.

Ot the 20,000 survivors, the great majority did not return to Subcarpathia, but
remained in D.P. camps in Germany in the hope of reaching Palestine or some other
destination. Up to 8,000 moved westward to Czechoslovakia, most of them into towns
in the Sudeten area which was depleted of its former German population.
A few tens settled in Budapest, others in countries on five continents. Some groups

resettled in their former places of residence in Subcarpathia. Later other Jews arrived
from distant parts of the Soviet Union, mainly office workers and technical adminis-
trators employed by the Soviet state. Differences developed between the two Jewish
groups and they did not amalgamate. Cultural differences remained. According to
Soviet estimates, there were 13,000 Jews in Subcarpathia in 1971. The actual number
was probably much greater, but there was no real Jewish life to speak of. The rem-
nants of the Jewish heritage was maintained by only a few survivors of the original

Jewish population.

In the second half of the 1970s the Soviets opened the doors for many to leave.

Hundreds of families left Subcarpathia for Israel, Hungary, the United States and other
countries of the world. Very few remained of the “original” population. In Kaszony, as

far as is known, only one family remained-the family of Karcsi Lebovics. The news of
his.death arrived when this book was in the stage of printing.
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After the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948 and The Communist takeover of Czechoslovakia,

many Subcarpathian Jews moved to Israel or to the West.

In Israel, both boys and girls joined the Israeli Armies to fight for it's survival.

One of our boys, David (Laci) Eisenreich sacrificed his life in the 1956 Sinai Campaign.
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David (Lacika) Eisenreich

( 1930-1956 )

Sitting: His mother, Margit Glaub, his uncle, Vili Rapaport and his aunt lion

Rapaport. Standing: His step-father Mr. Stern, his wife Shoshi and Lacika

Eisenreich

OUR ISRAELI WAR HERO:
DAVID (LACIKA) EISENREICH (1930-1956)

Lacika was born in Huszt, but most of his childhood he spent in Kaszony with his

mother Margit Glaub. He was only 14 years old when he was sent to Auschwitz.
Mengele spared his life because of his early developed physique.

In Auschwitz he was lucky to get a “job” as a courier, and to supply both himself

and his mother with food. In 1945 he was evacuated to Winzheim near Ntirnberg

where he was liberated by the American Army.
After the war, in 1947, he was a “passenger” on the ship “Exodus” which was

trying to enter Palestine “illegally,” but was returned by the British to Germany. A
few months later he tried to enter Palestine again, but this time he was interned in

Cyprus. Only after the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948 was he allowed to

enter the promised land together with his mother. In Israel he joined his aunt and
uncle, Vili and lion Rapaport.

In 1949 he married Shoshi Stern from Munkdcs and soon after that he joined the

Israeli Army for two and a half years. He became the driver of General Rabin, the

former Prime Minister. After a short stay at Mikv£ Yisrael, a school for agriculture, he
joined the “Dan” Bus Cooperative as a bus driver. In 1956 he was called up to serve in

Israel’s Sinai Campaign against the Egyptians. He fell, as a fighter, October 31, 1956,
on the third day of the war. He is buried in Kiryat Shaul Cemetery near Tel Aviv. He
left behind his mother, wife, and two young children: Xri and Telma.
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(1986) Rapaport Sanyi's visit in the USA. Standing: Einczig Jozsi; Ackerman Rozsi's

husband, Isidor; Gotteszman Viola; Nandor Ackerman; Sanyi; Einczig Eszti's husband
Erno. Sitting: Ackerman (Roth) Zsuzska; Einczig Eszti; Ackerman Rozsi; Einczig Jozsi's

wife, Vera.
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(1987) Rapaport Magda s visit in the USA. Standing: Ackerman Rrfcsi's husband, Isidor Gotteszma
Viola; Einczig Jozsi's wife, Vera; Iczkovics Magda; Schwartz Jutka; Schwartz Rozsi; Herbstman Mic.
Sitting: Einczig Eszti's husband, Erno; Einczig Eszti; Einczig Jozsi; Ackerman Rozsi - Maqda- Ickovii
Magda's husband, Jancsi.
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Some survivors contributed more than the others to the replacement

of the stock of Kaszonyers.

The Felberbaum Family in the USA

Our landsman Duved Felberbaum with his wife (Beile Berkovics from llonca) at the

wedding of their son (1982) surrounded by their four sons (Luzer, Yitzhak Yankev,

Haim Sruel Zwi and Shije) their three daughters (Rifke, Mirjam and Scheindi) one

son-in-law, four dauthter-in-laws and fourteen grandchildren.

At the time of publication Duved and Beile have twenty-one grandchildren and

one great-grandson. Mazel Tov Duved and Beile. Ken Yirbu!

Another Kaszonyer Wedding

Tibi Weisz, the son of Weisz Jozsi and Halpert Tercsi,

marries Rita Weiss from Budapest in New York

(1974)
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The F^der Family in the USA

Duved (dec.), Samson, Blimcsu and Malcsu. Duved has two children, Burech

Hersh and Leah, and 17 grandchildren. Blimcsu has one daughter, Lajele. Malcsu

has five children, Avrum Yankel, Leah, Moishe, Hedva and Duved and 22 grand-

children. Ken Yirbu!

Samson and his family:

Sons: Yidi, Shlomi and Nuchi.

His wife, Vilma Lowinger

(from Nyirlugas, Hungary).

Two of their daughter-in-

laws and two grandchildren.

Samson and Vilma have four

grandchildren.

Ken Yirbu!

Mrs. David Klein. Mother of Klein Lajos

and Mrs. Jeno Feder. Died in Kaszony in

1943.
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The survivors remember their dead

In the picture: Gathering of Holocaust survivors in Jerusalem (1981)

at the Western Wall
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In Israel

Aron Feri's (Kaszonyer)

grandson, Gidi, serving

in a Parachute Unit

of the Israel

Defense Forces

Aron Feri's daughter, ON, and

her daughter-in-law Dvori,

with “Kaszonyer"

grandchildren

(A Kaszonyer wedding) Braun Moritz's son,

Yaakov's wedding. First row: Oli, Aron

Feri's daughter; Braun Moritz's wife, Eszter;

the bride Eszter; Aron Feri's daughter,

Marta; Aron Feri's granddaughter, Tali;

Rapaport Magda; Magda's daughter, Judith

(Griinberger). Second row: Gidi; the groom

Yaakov (named after Braun Lajos bacsi);

Weisz Bumi's son and Tali's husband

Yitzhak; Rapaport Sanyi's daughter, Agi;

Rapaport Sanyi with Griinberger Aladar's

grandson, Itaj. Last row: Manyi's son Yigal

Griinberger with son Eldar (Aladar).
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In the USA
Vera and J6zsi at their son David's graduation with sons Netty (Ed) and Elan (Alan)

And all over the world

Rapaport Magda (Israel) with her daughters, Zsenya (USA), Judith (Australia) and
their sons Amir (USA) and Itaj (Australia), and their Uncle Jozsi.
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The new generation is still fighting for their right to live as Jews and in freedom
anywhere in the world.
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The Hymn of the Jewish Partisans

Zog ni keyn mol az du geyst dem letstn veg,

Khotsh himlen blayene farshteln bloye teg.

Kumen vet nokh undzer oysgebenkte sho -

Es vet a poyk ton undzer trot-mir zaynen do!

Fun grinem palmenland biz vaysn land fun shney.

Mir kumen on mit undzer payn. mit undzer vey.

Un vu gefaln siz a shprits fun undzer blut.

Shprotsn vet dort undzer gvure. undzer mut.

Es vet di morgnzun bagildn undz dem haynt.

Un der nekhtn vet farshvindn mitn faynd.

Nor oyb farzamen vet di zun in dem kayor -

Vi a parol zol geyn dos lid fun dor tsu dor

Dos lid geshribn iz mit blut un nit,mit blay,

S iz nit keyn lidl fun a foygl af der fray.

Dos hot a folk tsvishn falndike vent

Dos lid gezungen mit naganes in di hent!

To zog nit keyn mol as du geyst dem letstn veg,

Khotsh himlen blayene farshteln bloye teg.

Kumen vet nokh undzer oysgebenkte sho —
Es vet a poyk ton undzer trot — mir zaynen do!

Never say this is the final road for you.

Though leadened skies may cover over days of blue.

As the hour that we longed for is so near.

Our step beats out the message — we are here!

From lands so green with palms to lands all white with snow.

We shall be coming with our anguish and our woe.

And where a spurt of our blood fell on the earth.

There our courage and our spirit have rebirth.

The early morning sun will brighten our day.

And yesterday with our foe will fade away,

But if the sun delays and in the east remains —
This song as password generations must maintain.

This song was written with our blood and not with lead.

Its not a little tune that birds sing overhead.

This song a people sang amid collapsing walls,

With grenades in hands they heeded to the call.

Therefore never say the road now ends for you.

Though leadened skies may cover over days of blue.

As the hour that we longed for is so near —
Our step beats out the message — we are here!
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CHAPTER 8

WHERE IS KASZONY?

WHERE IS KASZONY?

Kaszony is a small village in the northeastern part of the Carpathian Basin which is

known as Subcarpathia. Its territory adjoins the U.S.S.R. in the north and east, Czech-
oslovakia in the west, Romania and Hungary in the south.

Subcarpathia consists of four counties: Ung, Bereg, Ugocsa and M&romdros. Its

territory encompassed 12,171 square kilometers (4,257 square miles) with a total

population of about 00,000. Oi these, 100,000 were Jews. (All population figures
given throughout are for the period between World War I and World War II.)

During its long history Subcarpathia was ruled by many conquerors and acquired
many different names, such as KArpdtalja (Hungarian), Podk&rp&tska Rus (Czech-
oslovakian), Zakarpatskaya Oblast (Ukrainian), and Subcarpathia (English). The area
has also been called Ruthenia, Carpathian Ruthenia, Carpatho-Ukraine, Subcarpathian
Russia, Ruska Kraina, Transcarpathian Ukraine, etc. The name depended on who was
describing the area, and when.

Kaszony itself was also known as Mezokaszony (Hungarian), Kosino (in Czech and
Russian). The non-Jewish population was 100% Hungarian. About 60% were Catholic
22% Protestant, and 18% Jewish.

Tiic main cities of the area included Ungvar (Uzgorod), the capital and administra-
tive center of the area with a population of 30,000 of which 33% were Jewish; Mun-
kacs (Mukachevo), the trade and cultural center of the area, population 30,000,
50% Jewish; Beregszasz (Berehovo), population 12,000, 29% Jewish; Vinogradov or
Nagyszolos (Seyjus), population 60,000-20% Jewish; Huszt (Hust) population, 5,000,
16% Jewish; Korosmezo (Jasina), population 1 ,500, 12% Jewish.
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The Major Jewish Population
Centers of the Felvidek

Jewish Percent of

Locality Population Local Population

Abauj-Torna County
Kassa 10,079 15.0

Szepsi 200 8.5

Bars County

Leva 1,271 10.0

Vercbcly 223 6.6

Bereg County

Bercgsz&sz 5,856 30.2

Munkacs 13,488 42.7

Szolyva 1,432 17.0

Oroszveg 909 31.3

Mezdkaszony 479 * 18.0

Gomor County
Rimaszombat 635 9.0

Rozsnyd 388 5.7

Horn County

Ipolysdg 773 15.4

Komarom County

Komarom 2,743 8.9

Nagymegycr 522 11.8

Nograd County

Losonc 1,747 11.7

Nyitra County

trsekujvar 2,492 10.7

NagysurSny 563 9.0

Pozsony County
Dunaszerdahley 2,645 40.2

Gaianta 1,216 23.9

Szenc 410 7.8

Nagvmagyar 251 14.1

Ugocsa County

Nag\ sz61 ids 4,264 32.0

Halmi 1,329 32.0

Ung County •

Ungvar 9,576 27.2

Nag)kapos 464 17.4

Zemplen County
Kiralyheimec 886 23.6

This number includes only the Jewish population living

in Kaszony in 1940, and not Kaszonyers living somewhere

else!
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CHAPTER 9

A BRIEF HISTORY
OF THE JEWS OF SUBCARPATHIA

Subcarpathia was part of the Hungarian and later of the Austro-Hungarian Empire

from 896 to 1918. At the end of World War I, the territory passed to Czechoslovakia.

In November of 1938, under German pressure, the Decision of Vienna returned part of

the area, including Kaszony, to Hungary. In March of 1939, all of Subcarpathia was

occupied by the Hungarian Army. After World War II, in 1945, Subcarpathia was

ceded to the Soviet Union and became part of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

as the province of Transcarpathian Ukraine.

THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN PERIOD

Documents confirm the presence of Jews in Subcarpathia from the first half of the

17th century. Some survivors of the Chmelnicky massacres of 1648 who escaped from
Poland to Hungary settled in Subcarpathia. According to the Hungarian government
census of Jews, there were about 100 families, or 450 persons there between 1725
and 1728. The movement of Jews from Galicia in Poland became even stronger after

1772, when Galicia became part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The Jews from
Galicia settled in Subcarpathia in the hope that Hungary would provide them with
better economic opportunities and a more stable political setting.

At first the main occupations of the Jews were the manufacture and sale of liquor
and beer on the estate of various noblemen. The largest estate was that of the House
of Schoenbom, from whom the Jews leased the right to mill flour as well as to sell

whiskey and meat. Jews were also engaged in the transporting of lumber as far away
as Danzig on the Baltic Sea. Jews also worked in the fields, raised cattle and became
artisans. They had to work very hard to eke out a living and to pay the ever-increasing
taxes. Bread was made of oats and maize; white bread was rare, baked only for the
Sabbath.

I he J ew adopted many of the ways of their non-Jewish neighbors, such as wearing
fur hats and white woolen clothing in the winter.

In spite of hardships the number of Jews increased steadily through natural growth
and through immigration. Jews were scattered throughout many villages, with one or
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two Jewish families in each. There were few rabbis or Jewish teachers in the area,

which resulted in spiritual and cultural desolation.

In 1848 and 1849 the Hungarians staged a revolution against the Austrian Habs-

burgs. Many Jews from Subcarpathia actively supported the revolt by joining the

armed forces of Lajos Kussuth. In 1 867 when the Austro-Hungarian Empire was estab-

lished, the Parliament voted to remove all judicial and economic strictures that had

been laid on their Jewish citizens. In spite of this, anti-Semitism remained strong.

While Jews advanced rapidly in commerce and in the liberal professions, very few were

allowed to serve in public administration.

According to the census of 1891, the Jewish population of Subcarpathia numbered

about 93,000 and increased to 120,000 by 1910. This number included the county of

Maromaros, part of which became attached to Romania after World War I.

WORLD WAR I

The outbreak of World War I in August of 1914 brought much suffering to the Jews of

Subcarpathia. Thousands were recruited into the Hungarian Army, disrupting families

and communities. It is estimated that in World War I approximately 10,000 Hungarian

Jewish soldiers were killed, about 1,000 of them from Subcarpathia. The Russian

armies which swept into Galicia caused a great number of Jews to cross the Carpathian

Mountains into Hungary. Ungvar, Munkacs and all other Jewish communities were

swollen with refugees. Another influx took place in 1916 when Jewish families tried to

escape the Romanian troops that had broken into the southern part of Transylvania.

The miseries of war increased even further when the Austro-Hungarian Empire col-

lapsed in November of 1918.

INTERREGNUM, 1918-1920

The fighting in this region lasted deep into 1919. At first there was a short-lived

Hungarian republic under Count Mihily Kdrolyi. Later another Hungarian-Soviet

republic under the Jewish dictator, Bela Klin. To eliminate these forces, Czech legion-

aries were ordered into Ungvar and Beregszasz, just eight miles from Kaszony. In

February of 1919 Ukrainian Cossack bands under Petljura attempted to take over

Munkacs together with other Subcarpathian territories. Their reputation as “Jew-

killers” brought great fear to the Jews. The Jewish communities began to organize

civilian self-defense guards from the ranks of Jewish soldiers who had just returned

from service in the Hungarian Army. The Jewish guard met this crisis successfully.

They waited for the invading bands at the railroad station in Munkacs, disarmed them,

and chased them back to Galicia. Shortly after the attempted invasion by the Cossacks,

Romanian troops entered Subcarpathia from the south and Czech troops from the

west. Finally after long negotiations in 1920 in Trianon, France, the victorious allies

decided that Subcarpathia would become part of Czechoslovakia, except for the

county of Maromaros which was divided between Romania and Czechoslovakia.
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UNDER CZECHOSLOVAKIAN RULE, 1920-1938

Immediately after the war, the Jews of Subcarpathia were concerned mainly with

binding up their wounds, with finding food and clothing for their families and medical

attention for their sick. Jewish relief efforts had been organized through the American

Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (informally referred to as the “Joint”) which

opened an office in Munkacs. The kitchens of the American Relief Administration

(ARA) could not be patronized by Jews because their food was not kosher.

There was gradual starvation, people going virtually naked, and little employment.

Tuberculosis, typhus and dysentery were rampant in the refugee-filled villages. Lack

of soap and of sanitary facilities contributed to the spread of infectious diseases.

Dr. M. Olkon, a Chicago physician, reported the following in 1920:

. . This section (Subcarpathia) has 3,300 widows, 900 as a result of the war,

2,000 whose husbands died of sickness and 400 where husbands are missing for

the past two years. There are 6,800 orphans of which 5,000 are fatherless, 1,000

full orphans and 800 war orphans ...”

From the economic and social aspects, the Jews’ situation was not substantially

different from that of the rest of the population. In 1920 the “Joint” reported the

following professional distribution of the Jewish population:

PROFESSION FAMILIES INDIVIDUALS

Agricultural workers, shepherds 2,500 12,500
Village laborers, unskilled workers 2,000 10,000
Wagoners 1,200 6,000
Skilled workers (tailors, shoemakers,

carpenters, tinsmiths) 1,380 6,900
Tavern keepers 1,180 5,900
Shop owners 1,500 7,500
Businessmen 900 1,500
Professionals (doctors, lawyers, engineers) 200 800
Butchers 100 400
Manufacturers 100 400
Teachers (private Hebrew teachers) 800 4,000

11,860 55,900

This survey accounts for approximately 60 percent of the population. The remaining 40 percent
had no definable source of income and must be put in the unemployed or unproductive column.

As the Czech regime established itself, there was a great deal of improvement in all

areas. Water supply and sewer systems were built in the major cities: Ungvar, Munkacs,
Szftllbs and Beregszasz. Electrification was introduced not just in the large cities but
even in the villages. Kaszony was electrified in the late 1920s. Trade and the trans-
portation of goods was developed with the “historic lands,” Bohemia and Moravia,
which became the largest consumers of Subcarpathian agricultural products. By 1923*
fourteen Jewish savings and loan associations had begun to function. Between 1924
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and 1930 they received more than five million dollars in low interest loans from the

“Joint,” a fact that helped greatly in the economic recovery, which was interrupted

only by the Great Depression which struck the area in the first half of the 1930s.

During this period the Jews had rapidly adapted themselves to the democratic way
of life of the new Czechoslovakia. Jews were recognized as a separate “national minor-

ity,” and became active politically. They took part in national and municipal elections

and even sent a deputy, Dr. Hayem Kugel, to the parliament in Prague,

The Jewish population of Subcarpathia grew from 93,341 (15.39% of its total

population) in 1921 to 102,542 (14.14%) in 1930, when they comprised 28.73% of

Czechoslovakian Jewry.

Politically Jews were active in all parties: Communists, Socialists, Agrarians and

Hungarian Parties. But the Jewish Party received the strongest support. In fact, Dr.

Kugel was elected to the Czech Parliament as the coalition candidate of the Social-

Democrats and the Jewish Party.

Education was another area of concern for the Jewish population as it progressed.

Education was compulsory for all children from age six to age fourteen. But which

kind of education should a Jewish parent choose? The ultra-Orthodox were more con-

cerned with Talmudic education than with anything else. Most of the Jewish boys

started their Jewish education in the “Heder” at the age of three. When they reached

six, they shared their time with the public schools. But which public school? There

were several choices: Hebrew (wherever it was available), Czech, Hungarian, and

Russian.

The choice was not easy. The Hebrew Schools were Zionist influenced and therefore

not acceptable to the very orthodox. Czech was the language of Bohemia and Moravia,

but was rarely spoken in Subcarpathia. The Hungarian language was associated with the

“old regime,” and no higher education was available in this language. The same prob-

lem faced those who wished to attend Russian schools: which Russian to learn? Sub-

carpathian? Ukrainian? or Great Russian? The end result was that Jewish children

attended all of the above mentioned schools.

There were basically three types of specifically Jewish education available for

Jewish children: “Heders,” “Yeshivoth” and Hebrew Schools. A Heder was available

to the Jewish child in almost every town and village. Yeshivoth, however, were or-

ganized in all major towns around a rabbi. The most important of the yeshivoth were
in Ungvdr, Munkdcs, Beregszdsz, Szdllds, Hust, and last but not least in Kaszony.
Thousands of “bahurim” attended these yeshivoth; a few of them continued their

education in Bratislava (Pressburg), Budapest and even in Germany.
Any discussion of Jewish education between World War I and World War II would

be incomplete without mentioning the secular Hebrew schools. The first Hebrew
elementary school opened in Munkacs in 1920-1921. Many difficulties had to be
overcome: lack of money, teachers, books and equipment and the fierce opposition of

the Munkacser rabbi, Rabbi Spira, to any kind of “Zionist” education. In spite of

these obstacles Hebrew elementary schools opened in Ungvar, Szdllds, Huszt, Torun,

Jasina, Beregszasz, Voloc and in other places as well. Some of them soon closed be-

cause of financial problems.

The first Hebrew Gymnasium (high school) was opened in Munkacs in 1924, and

another in Ungvar in 1934. By 1932 1,000 pupils attended Hebrew public schools, out

of approximately 13,000 Jewish children.
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In 1938 and 1939 when the Hungarian Army returned to Subcarpathia, many of

the schools continued to function, but their Hebrew content was greatly reduced.

Most of the subjects had to be taught in the Hungarian language. The Holocaust of

the Subcarpathian Jews in 1944 and the occupation of Subcarpathia by the Russian

Army in 1945 liquidated all Jewish education in the area.

A Jewish press had also been highly developed in the area in four languages. Uj Szo

(New Word) and Zsidd Ndplap (Jewish Popular Daily) in Hungarian, Yiddische Stimme
(The Jewish Voice) in Yiddish, Zidovskd Zprdvy (Jewish News) in Czech, and Medina
Ivrit (Jewish State) and Selbstwehr (Self-Defense) in German.

THE HUNGARIAN RULE (1938-1944)

Hungary has had a long history of anti-Semitism. Jews were always blamed for all

the ills of the country—poverty, capitalism, cosmopolitanism, communism, the defeat

in World War I, etc. After World War I, in reaction to the communist regime of the

Jewish Bela Kun, the “White Terror,” carried out by army officers of Miklos Horthy,

killed several thousand Jews. Already in 1920 Hungary had promulgated a law which

limited the quota of Jewish university students to 6% (the “numerus clausus”).

It must be said that among the leaders and intellectuals of Hungary were many
philo-Semites, too, and Jews did attain high positions in government, commerce and

cultural enterprises. But in bad times the hand of the anti-Semites always prevailed.

Subcarpathia was re-occupied by the Hungarian Army in two phases: in November
1938 when Ungvar, Munkacs, Beregszasz (including Kaszony) were occupied, in ac-

cordance with the Treaty of Vienna, and in March of 1939 when the German Army
occupied all Bohemia and Moravia. Shortly after their arrival anti-Jewish persecutions

were initiated. The “First Jewish Law” of 1938 limited to 20% the number of Jews in

the professions and in economic life. A few months later, in 1939, a “Second Jewish

Law” was passed, further limiting Jews to 6% in the professions and economic life. It

included also all persons who had converted to Christianity after 1919. This law

“increased” the number of “Jews” by approximately 100,000. Jews were discharged

from government positions, the legal professions, newspaper positions and jobs in

entertainment. Thousands of commercial licenses were revoked
;
many Jewish families

remained without a means of livelihood. In August of 1941 a “Third Jewish Law” was

promulgated. This law was clearly based on the infamous Nuremberg Laws of 1935; it

prohibited marriages between Jews and non-Jews.

But all this was just the beginning. With Hungary’s entry into the war against the

Russians in 1941, approximately 35,000 so-called “alien Jews,” those who could not

prove Hungarian citizenship, were rounded up and interned. About 20,000 of them,

mostly from Subcarpathia, were deported across the border to Galicia, where they

were taken over by the Germans. In September of 1941 approximately 14,000 to

16,000 were cold-bloodedly massacred in Kaments-Podolsk by German SS units,

Ukrainian militiamen and Hungarian troops. (See page 17.)

In 1940 the Hungarian Parliament passed the “Labor Service Law.” Under this

law, Jews were discharged from the regular army and transferred to Jewish Labor

Units, actually forced labor units. All males, 21 and older, were subject to a minimum
of two years service. In reality most of them served until the end of the war. At first
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these units were mainly engaged in building railroads and bridges, unloading freight in

railyards, maintaining airfields, etc. In the beginning they were dressed in uniforms but

with a yellow ribbon around their arms. Later the uniforms were taken away; only the

Hungarian army hat and the yellow ribbon, now on their civilian clothing, remained.

The treatment of the Jewish forced laborers was not uniform; it all depended on the

highest officers in charge of those units. Unfortunately most of them were criminals.

In 1942 the Second Hungarian Army, about 200,000 men, under the command of

General Gustdv J4nyi, a Nazi-sympathizer and Jew-hater, was sent to the Russian

Front. Approximately 50,000 Jews were attached to this unit. The Second Hungarian

Army was almost completely destroyed by the Russians in January of 1942, near

Voronezh. Only about 60,000 of the 200,000 front-line forces survived. Whatever was
left of them started a long march back to the Hungarian border. The long march, which

lasted about two years, was filled with Jewish sufferings and martyrdom. (Page 18)

Other sad chapters of this infamous period were written in Budapest and in other

parts of Hungary, but the framework of this summary is too narrow to include them.

THE HOLOCAUST YEARS OF SUBCARPATH IAN JEWRY, 1944-1945

The events of 1944 are generally well-known. The Germans had decided on the “Final

Solution” at the Wannsee Conference held on the outskirts of Berlin in January of

1942.

From that time on, the Nazis pushed the Hungarian government to cooperate. The
Hungarians, however, would have preferred to wait with the “resettlement” of the

Jews until after the war. The Nazis, on the defensive on all fronts, occupied Hungary

on March 19, 1944, a fatal day for Hungarian Jewry. Two days later Eichmann and his

SS henchmen were in Budapest.

At that time, the number of Hungarian Jews still totaled 760,000, of whom 232,000

lived in Budapest and about 100,000 in Subcarpathia.

The Germans found plenty of collaborators among the anti-Semites of Hungary,

whose members made up the new German-inspired government. One “Jewish Law”
followed the other. Jews were deprived of all civil rights. They were not allowed to

travel and they had to wear a yellow star on their garments at all times. Shopping was

restricted to a few hours a day; their ration of food was reduced to a minimum.
On April 7, 1944 a decision was reached to place the Jews in ghettos. Subcarpathia,

where approximately 100,000 Jews lived, was declared the first “operational zone.”

Jewish ghettos were established in Ungvdr, Munkdcs, Beregszdsz, Nagysz6116s and Hust.

The Jews of Kaszony were taken to the brick factory in Beregszdsz.

The Jews of Subcarpathia were rounded up on the first day of Passover by the

Hungarian police and gendarmerie with the collaboration of Eichmann’s Sonderkom-
mandos. They were aroused in the early morning hours, given only a few minutes to

pack bundles: two sets of underwear and shirts and a 14-day supply of food, not to

exceed 50 kilograms (about 110 pounds). At the local synagogue, with beatings and

terrorization, they were deprived of all valuables, money, jewelry, etc. before their

transfer into the ghettos.

In the ghettos the conditions were deplorable. They were forced to build their own
shacks from scraps of wood. Sanitation facilities and drugs for the sick were non-exis-

tent. There was no milk for the children. Able-bodied men were taken to unload trains,
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to clean the streets under degrading conditions and constant beatings. In Munkdcs on

a Sabbath, a group of Orthodox Jews was given the assignment of destroying the inte-

rior of the Great Synagogue. They were constantly and brutally searched by guards

for '‘hidden treasures.” If something was found, the punishment was a cruel beating or

even death.

The deportations began on the 15th day of May, 1944. The day before, hospital

patients, newborn babies, the blind, the deaf, the mentally ill and even prison inmates

were transferred to the ghettos. At the railroad station, after an additional search, all

were packed into cattle cars, SO to 100 per car, without adequate sanitary provisions.

The trains left on a two-day journey to Auschwitz, Poland.

In Auschwitz, the Jews of Subcarpathia were “processed” in the well-known manner:

the old, the very young, the sick and all who were unfit for work were immediately

sent to the gas chambers by the infamous Mengele and his SS staff. The rest, who sur-

vived two or three months in Auschwitz, were sent to factories all over Germany as

slave laborers under horrible conditions until the end of the war.

The extermination of approximately 600,000 Hungarian Jews, including approx-

imately 80,000 from Subcarpathia, was accomplished in less than a year by the Ger-

man Nazis, although the Hungarian Fascists cooperated fully in this “Final Solution.”
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Sworn 'Affidavit by RUDOLPH (REZSO) KASZTNER, Former Head of

the Budapest Rescue Committee

2605-PS

CHAPTER 10

AN EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY
ABOUT THE DESTRUCTION
OF THE HUNGARIAN JEWRY

(FROM THE NUREMBERG TRIALS)

DR. REZSO (RUDOLPH'/ KASTNER.

* *

f.= ATfCfix* r^iLiT/.PiV

»L'n;iC£3G, GERKANY
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Dr. HezeS (Rudolph) KASEEKR, being duly sworn deposes and says:

I was born in 1906 at Kolozsvar (now Cluj, Rumania) , solicitor

and Journalist, residing at Chemin Krieg, 16, Pension Sergey, Geneva*

now temporarily at 109, Clarence %te Gardens, London.

I was in Budapest until November 26, 1944; as one of the leaders

of the Hungarian Zionist organization I not only witnessed closely

the Jewish persecution, dealt with officials of the Hungarian puppet

government and the Gestapo but also gained insight into the operations

of the Gestapo, their organization and Y/itnessed the various phase*

of Jewish persecution. The following biographical data of nine might

be of interest:

Between 1925-1940 Political Editor of "UJ Keletw Jewish daily news-
paper published in Boloszvar; Secretary-General
of the Parliamentary Group of the Jevdsh Party
in Rumania.

Betv/een 1929-1931 Worked in Bucharest; member of the Executive of
the Palestine Office of the Jewish Agency.

In Oec.1940 Being a ^ew I was excluded from theChamber of
Lawyers; "Uj Kelet 11 the daily, was closed down
by the Hungarian authorities: 1 moverf to Budapest.

Between 1943-1945 Associate President of the Hungarian Zionist
Organization*

July 1942 I have been called up for Labour Service: together
with 440 other Jewish intellectuals end citizens we
worked in South-Eastern Transylvania on fortifi-
cations along the Eungarian-Rumanian border.

in Dec. 1942

A w 51
'

I was demobilized. Returned to Budapest. Some time
before being drafted I have begun to organize
relief work for refugee Slovenian J ews. After my
demobilisation I succeeded in establishing -

through diplomatic couriers - contact with the
Relief Ccrmiittee of the v ev.ishAgency, working in
Istamhul. On their instructions I have taken over
the leadership of the Belief Committee in Budapest*
Our task was:
1) To help to smuggle Jews from Slovakia and Poland

into Hungary to save them from the threat of
the gas-chamber.

2) To feed and clothe them end to assist in their
emigration to Palestine.

3) To forv.ard the minut s based on the declaration
of the refugees on the ouestion of deportation
and annihilation of Jews to ^stambul, later to
Switzerland, to the hcncs of the representatives
of the Jewish Agency and the Joint distribution
Committee.

4) To co-operate with the Belief Committee of
Hratislavu In matters concerning saving, hiding
of refugee ,J ev-s and exchange of Information.
After German occupation of Hungary, ca the
19th March 1944, the Relief Committee concen-
trated i uS efforts on the saving of Hungarian
Jewry.
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5) The Relief Couimittee of'the Jewish agency
which I was a president was engaged in
helping Allied prisoners-of~\*xr. ^reaver
we sent confidential reports to the Allies
thru Irtasfcul and Switzerland about our
oonneotions with officials of the German
government. We helped to hide and supported
leaders of the Hungarian underground and
gave a wealth of information to those Hungarian
authorities which were working against the
Germans. During the siege of Budapest , when
I was already out of the country, other member®
of the Relief Committe^frarticipated in street
fights against the Germans.

On 15 Hay 1944 One of my collaborators, 2ugen Brand was sent
by the Germans to Istambul to pass on certain
business proposals in connection with the sa-
ving of the Hungarian Jews.

On 21 August 1944 I travelled from Budapest under German escort
to the Swiss frontier and e cted as intermediary
for the first conversation between Kurt Becher
and Saly Meyer, Sv.lss representative of tho
Joint D.C. po discuss the price of abandoning
the gassing. The conversation t ok place bet-
ween St- Margareten ana Ebchst on the bridge.
From there I returned to Budapest.

On 14 October 1944 I travelled Arms for the second time to
St. Margarethen.

On 30 October 1944 I travelled to St. Gallen, accompanied by Kurt
Becher and Dr. Wilhelm Billitz, director of
the Manfred Weiss V'or ' a . On this occasion an
interviev; took place between Becher and McClel-
land, Svlss representative of the War Refugeo
Board in the Savoy Hot el, at Zurich. I returned
to Budapest.

On 28 November 1944 I left on German instructions to the Swiss bozdsc

On 2o December 1944 I entered Switzerland.

On 27 Dece ber 1944 I started out to travel back to Budapest, but
could only get to Vienna. The Red Army encirc-
led Budapest.

On 29 Dec .44-28 March 1945: I remained in Vienna. Afterwards toured
Bratislava-Spitz an der Donau - Berlin - Bergen
Belsen - Hamburg - Berlin - Tberesienstadt.

On 19 April 1945 I crossed the Swiss border#

The Germans entered into discussion with leaders of tbo
Jewish community for reasons of administrative efficiency.
We conducted the discussion in the hope that we might be able
to save some human lives. By holding the ax over their heads
they made responsible for financial contributions and
other exactions impas ed on the Jewish community. Ultimately
the leaders of the "Jewish council" and other Intermediaries were
also scheduled for extermination. The SS and the Gestapo was
particularly intend on liquidating those whs had direct knowledge
of their operations. I escaped the fate of the other Jewish
leaders because the complete llouidatlon of the Hungarian Jews
was a failure and clso because SS Standartenfdhrer Becher took

A C8'515
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me under his wings in order to establish an eventual alibi for himself*

Ee was anxious to demonstrate after the fall of 1944 that he disappro-

ved the deportations and exterminations and endeavored consistently to

furnish me with evidence that he tried to save the Jews# SS Haupt-

stsrmf5hrer Wisliozeny repeatedly assure uncording to him Germany

cannot win the war. believed that by keeping me alive and by mdclng

some concessions in the campaign against the Jews he might have a

defense witness* when he and his organization will have to account for
* with

their atrocities. Strangely he came to the Hungarian Jews Hm the letter

of recommendation from leading Slovak Jews. The letter werenot re-

ported in 1943 and were saved over until the end of 1944#

Major phases in the persecution of Hungarian Jewry*

Before^the^Geman ocjcupation. _

!• 17 , 000 Jews - mainly from Ruthenia - were deported to Poland

in August 1941* There they were transferred to the German military

authorities. These were executed during the succeeding three months*

In Kamenetz-Podolsk alone 4,500 Hungarian Jews were shot dead*

Besponsable: Prime-Minister Bordess#y*

3* Between 33 and 35 January 1942 Hungarian military unite

^cleaned up* the southern region ceptured from the Yugoslavs. In

Novi sad they shot dead 1,500 Jews found at home or in the streets, or

taken to the Serbian cemetery or to the beach. A further 3,000 Jews

were only saved by an order from Admiral Horthy* Commanders of tie

Military force were General Feketehalml-Zeisler, General Bajor-Bayer

and Captain ZBldi*

3. The so-called Jewish Labour companies, created within the

framework of military pioneerservices, were in fact concentration

camps organised on the German model. Of the 13o,ooo Hungarian Jews

recruited by this means, about 50,000 died from starvation, typhus

and shooting, 30,000 were taken prisoners by the Russians, 30,000

were deported to Germany; about 30,000 remeined in Hungary*

Organisers of the *Labour Service* were Bartha, Minister for

War, T/erth Chief of the Military Staff*

h O r ** -
% * 16
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After the £ennan_0£e tion

1^9_March_1944 Together with the German military occupation arrived

in Budapest a “Special Section Commando 91 of the German Secret Police

with the sole objeot of llcuid&tlng te Hungarian Jews, It was headed

by Adolf Aichcann, SS ObersturabennfCLhrer, Chief of Section r\T#B* of

the Reich Security Head Office, His immediate collaborators were:;

SS ObersturmbannfBhrer Hermann Krumey, Hauptsturmfdhrer Wisliczaay,

Hunsche, Novak, Dr.Seidl, later Banegger, Y»rtok. They arrested, and

later deported to Mauthausen, all the leaders of Jewish political and

business life and journalists, together with the Hungarian demoeratie

and anti-Fascist politicians; taking advantage of the •interregnum 9

following upon the German occupation lasting four days they have placed

their Quislings into the Ministry of the Interior, These were

Ladlslas Endre and Ladislas Baky, Utilising the Hungarian admlnistra -

tlve organs they h&ve:

a. Arrested all Jews arriving or leaving Budapest (about 2,500

persons, who were interned at Kistarcsa) ; and

b. Excluded the Jews from using postal ard telephone facilities,

o. Took over for SS and German military purposes all Jewish

public buildings, schools and hospitals,

0n_23 March 1944_ the Quisling Cabinet was formed, the purpose of which

was - according to the statement made by V/isliczeny (to use in June

1944 in Budapest) - solely the solution of the Jewish problem. During

the deliberations preceding the formation of the Cabinet, Prime Minister

Sztojay undertook in the presence of SS Obergruppenf&hrer Winckelmann,

Hungary’s SS Commander, S3 StandartenfBhrer Wesenmayer, new German

Minister and Aichmann, that the Hungcrien Government vdLll do everything

possible to help tn the liquidation of the Hungerien Jewry. One anti*

Jewish decree followed another after the Sztojay Cabinet took over#

Atvthe same time Krumey and Wisliczeny appeared in the building of the

Budapest JewishCommittee aid Informed Samuel Stern, President, that the

matters concerning the Hungarian Jewish problem would be henceforth

•dealth with 19 within the competence of the SS, They v/arned the Jews

against oreating panic and obliged Torn a*Jewish
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Council** A gigantic jrretx levy was imposed (money and goods worth

about 11 ,000,000 pengfts bad to be banded over). When President Stern

made an enquiry at tbe Hungarian Ministry of the Interior be was told:

you must fulfill tbe German demands*..

•

Gn_tbe_2£ ^erch 1944_ tbe whole of Buthenia, Upper Hungary and Northern

Transylvania were declared operational territory at tbe request of tbe

German General staff. During tbe next days that followed Ai cbmann, Y.’is-

liczeny and Hunscbe bad daily conferences vitfc Ladislas EBdre who

received full authority from tbe Cabinet in matters concerning the Jews*

0n_9_A£3^1^1944 w tbe military authorities, with headquarters at

Munkacs began tbe rounding-up of 320,000 Jews into Gbettoes within the

operational area. In Order to prevent any armed resistance by tbe Jews,

they were concentrated in brick factories (as at Kassa, Ungvar, Kolo*

zsvar ) or under tbe open sky (as at Kagybenyam, llarosvasarbely, Des) 9

in a few cases they were allowed to retire into some sections of the

cities (as in Nagyvarad, Maramaroseziget) • Food allocations: daily

l/5th of a lb. of bread and two caps of soup. From tbe lews sent into

tbe gbettoes even matches were taken away*

While an agreement was arrived at between Wesemaayer, German

Minister and a representative of Sauckel on tbe one band, and Prime

Minister Sztojay, on tbe other, that Hungary would place 300*000 Jewish

workers at the disposal of tbe Belch (who were to be selected by a

mixed Eungarian-Germ&n committee), total deportation of all lews was

decided by Endre, Baky and Aichmann at a meeting in tue I&nlstry of

tbe Interior on tbe 14 April 1944*

Novak and Lullay left on tbe next day for Vienna to discuss the

question of transport facilities v.dth tbe management of tbe German

railways*

A levy of 2,000,000 pengBs each was Imposed by tbe Bestapo on tbe

Jews of Novisad and Ungvar. Jewish shops were looted by Germans. Des-

pite a German protest, tbe Hungarian Government ordered the closing

down of all Jewish shops. Tbe Jews resisted in the Ghetto of Kunkaca*

^ie Gestapo shot 27 of them, Including tbe entire executive of the
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of the Jewish Community*

0n_2jB April li*4_the first deportation takes place; 1,500 persons sui-

table as labourers were taken from the Histarsa internment camp to

Oswiecim.. There, they were compelled to write encouraging notes to

their relatives with detelines from ^Waldsee*. The note6 were brought

by an SS-Courler to Budapest and were distributed by the Jewish Council*

In the meantime the Budapest belief Committee received two mes-

sages from the Bratislava Committee. One message seid that there was

feverish work going on in Oswiecim to restore the gac-chambers and

crematoriums there, which v.’ere not working for months and a remark

made by a SS-NKO that w soon we v/ill get fine Hungarian sausages* was

reported. The other message was to the effect that an agreement was

reached, between the Hungarian, Slovakian and German rally;ay managements

that, for the time being, 12o trains v.ould be directed, via Presov,

towards Oswiecim. This information was passedon to the Bratislava

Relief Committee by an anti -Nazi Slovakian railway official* It was

obvious that it concerned deportation trains.

The delegate of the International Red Cross, to vkom I have appealed

for intervention, stated that .in view of the Geneva Convention this was

impossible for him. The Swedish and Swiss J-egaJLons promised that they

would report to their Governments and ask for instructions. After

repeated appeals the Primate of the Catholic Church promised an inter-

vention on behalf of the converted Jews f But Sztojay refused to listen*

After consulting with all Jevdsh leaders v;e turned to the Germans*

At first Krumey , Wisliczeny and Hunsche negotiated with us; later

Alchmann took over the negotiations. Alchmann arrived at Budapest on

the first day of the German occupation, March 19,1944, Wisliozeny

arrived there on March 22, The first time v/e negotiated was on April 3*

At first the Germans demanded a compensation of 2,000,000 dollars and

promised that in return for this sum they would not deport anyone*

Later Alchmann declared: "I can only sell the Hungarian Jews as from

Germany. Brand should leave at once for Istanbul and inform the Jews

there and the Allies that I am prepared to sell 1,000,000 Hungarian

A C8'5 19
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Jews for goods, primarily vehicles* I would transport them to Oewleoim

and "put them on lee"* If my generous offer Is accepted X will release

all of them* If not, they will all he gassed* 9

In the meantime the organisation of the ghettoes had been directed

by Wlsllczeny, who had been travelling from town to town. The Hungarian

police and gendarmerie was at his disposel everywhere. Officially ha

only acted as an 11Advisor9 to the Hungarian authorities; In relaity

everything took place on German orders.

15_Ma;jr_1944 General and total deportation begins. One dey before the

evacuation all hospital cases, newly-born babies , blind and deaf, all

mental cases and prison inmates of Jewish origin were transferred to

the ghettoes. About 60-100 Jews were placed in each cattle-car with

one bucket' of water; the car was then sealed down. Ah Kassa the de-

portation trains were taken over from the escorting Hungarian gendar-

merie by the SS. While searching for "hidden valuables9 the gendar-

merle squads tkm tortured the Inmates with electric current and beat

them merollessly. Hundreds committed suicide* Those nho protested or

reilsted were chct at once (as for Instance Dr.Rosenfeld, solicitor of

M&rosvasarhely)

•

The Hungarian press and radio kept quiet about the deportations*

The Hungarian government denied in the foreign press that Jews were

tortured*

Between 5 June and 8 June 1944 Aichmann told me: "We accepted the

obligation toward the Hungarians that not a single deported Jew will

return alive!"

Bp to 27 June 1944 475,000 Jews were deported*

The Hope and the King of Sweden Intervened with Horthy. Then

followed the ultimatum-like appeal of President Roosevelt to stop the

brutal anti -Jewish persecutions. Thereupon Horthy has forbidden the

deportation of the Jews from the capital which was already fixed to take

place on July 5*

Kndre, Baky and the Germans protested against this decision and a

further 30,000 Jews were deported from Transdanubia; the outer suburbs

c 1 ^ were also emptied. Horthy dismissed Endre. But Aichmann

a er -szo
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2ndre 9 and Baky continued to try to liquidate the Jews of the oapital

with the collaboration of the gendarmerie, liberators bombed Budapest

and the railway junctions which were to be used by the deportation

trains. Horthy has ordered the mobilisation of the Army against an

attempted coup d'etat (6 July). The gendarmerie thereupoqWent ever

to Horthy 's side. But Aichmann emptied the camp of Kiatarose by

secretly collaborating with the Camp Commander and another 1,700

Jews were transported off in the direction of Oswiecim. On Horth^'s

orders the train was stopped at the frontier and the people were

brought back. But Aichmann repeated his coup after three days and

prevented any information reaching Horthy in time.

0n_15 July_1944 _an ultimatum was handed over by Wesenmayer, German

Minister to the Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs demanding the

deportation of the Budapest Jews. The Hungarian Government replied

in a note to the effect that it was prepared to transfer the Budapest

Jews to satisfy demands of military security, but only within the

borders of the country (27 July).

Allied suocesees have strengthened the position of the Hungarian

Government against the Germans, ^akatos, new Hungarian Prime Minister
, •

sent a note to the erman Government demanding the recall of Aichmann

and his staff from Hungary, the transfer of the German-controlled

Internment camps to Hungarian authorities end the handing over of

Hungarian politicians and high-ranking officers in German captivity

to the Hungarians.

GnJ55 August_l 944,_ iabac Foilov/ing instructions received from Himmler,

Wesenmayer Informed the Hungarian Government that its demands would

be fulfilled by the Germans.

But on_15 October 1944_ a German coup ended tbe Horthy regime and

Szalasy took over power. On the 17 October Aichmann returns to Buda-

pest by air. On his orders the Arrow-Cross Party and the police began

the deportation of all ^ews locked into the houses marked by yellow-

stars, 25,000 Jewish people, mostly women were made to walk over 100

miles in rain and snow without food to the Austrian border; hundreds

died on the way, more died In Austria through exhaustion and dy-

4 MttZt
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s eatery* On the border the transports were taken over by Wisllozeny;

£0,000 Labour Service men shared the same fate*

The German authorities were the same as before; the most active

Hungarian collaborators were: minister Emil Eovarcz, Solymosi,

Under-Secretary of State and ^adislas Ferenozl, Lt.Col* of the

gendarmerie*

On^eJ^cqnber^ ^he deportations from Budapest stopped*

EtfXX: According to Wisliczeny Alchmann refused to carry out Himmlefi

to stop deportations
tks order/until he received written Instructions from Himmler him-
Upturn Feb. 1945
selTJr^he Arrow-Cross party-men did not stop to hunt down Jews

In hiding, living on false papers; 10-15,000 Jew's were shot on the

shores of the Danube or in the streets during these two months*

Thousands have died In the ghettoes, as well as In the "protected

houses" of the Swedish and Swiss Legations, as a result of enesy

action, sickness or starvation*

The losses of Hungarian Jewry.

The 1940-41 census found 762,000 persons of Jewish persuasion

within what was then Hungarian territory* But the persecution was

extended to the converted Jews, as well as to mixed marriages, of

whom there were no official figures. Their numbers were estimated

generally at 60,000*

According to figures estimated in August 1945:

There are at present in Budapest

In the provinces

In Transylvania (returned to Rumania) , in
Ruthenia (attached to Russia), in Upper Hun-

f
ary (attached to Slovakia) and In the Backa
returned to Yugoslavia), there are estimated

to be
Total

In territory occupied by the Allies and in
Russia, Sweden and Switzerland approx*

Total

15o,000 Jews

40,000 "

50,000
S40, x00 «J ev.'S

50,000
196 ] 000 ews.

Of the 10,000 or 90 Slovakian, Polish, Yugoslav and German

Jews who were in Hungary at the time of the German occupation only

about 750 are still alive, according to a reliable estimate*

* 0":S22
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Therefore, a total of 540,000 Hungarian and 10,000 refugee Jews

perished. Of them

The ^ermens were responsible for the death of 450,000
The Hungarians * • rt " " " 60,000
Xks Suicides, sickness, enemy (allied) action ZK

20,000
5£o,o6o.

The figures concerning the deported Jews originate from Vfls-

licz&ny, who directed the deportetions and wes fully competent to

give these figures.

It may be added that the objective of the new wave of deporta-

tions v/hich started at the end of Octote~ 1944 waijno longer Oswieci bu

On this occationnolder people, children * nd the sick were not depor-

ted, Those vho remained alive af r er the long journey on foot were -

in the majority - employed on fortifications works along the Austro-

Hungarian border; e lesser nuirber were sent to ^ranienburg, Dachau

and Bergen-Eelsen.

General hi story of the Annihilation of the Jews Section
and the Annihilation ' of the "Jews,

Pogroms end the creation of the ghettoes organized In various

centres in iolaau during 1539-40 represented e period of hesitation.

At that time the extinction of all European Jews \ as planned, but

it was not finally decided upon. The Lublin n res e: vat ion", the play-

ing of the Nazis with thp idea of a Jewish centre v;ere expressions

of this period of hesitation. The decision to exterminate the Jews

was probably reached in 1941, In the occupied Baltic countries and

in the Ukraine the SS-formation working jpintly with the t/ehrmacht

annihilated nearly all Jews (in the Baltic countries they were

helped by the Latvians and Lithuanians). The mass-murder was carried

out with the aid of bullets. The victims often dug their own tombs*

Frequently they were buried alive* Then began the use of gas. The

victims were killed by gas bursting out Inside heremetically sealed

lorries.

In the faL 1 of 1941 - according to a statement of TTlsllozeny -

made to me in January:1945 in Vienna - Kaltenbrunner commissioned

# »
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SS-StaDd&rtenftliirer ELobi to work out the plan of the gas chanbers. In

the opinion of Wisliozeny the initiative came from Aichmann. Hitler

approved of the plan at once* ^he execution was entrusted to the

Aicbmann-Himinler-^altenbruimer trio*

In^December 1941_ the first tests were carried out in Belzecz# Accor-

ding to a statement of Wisliozeny made to me in Vienna In February 45

it was a complete success* Thereupon three more death- camps were set

up in Treblinka, Majdanek and Oswiecim# fLater a smaller camp was set

up in Malkinl) •

According to statements of Krumey and Wisliozeny in February or

March 1945 a conference of the officers of TV* B# was called to Berlin

by Aichmann in the spring of 1942* He then Informed them that the

Government decided in favor of the complete annihilation of the

European lews and that this will be carried out silently in the gas-

chambers. "Victory is ours* declared Aichmann# "The end of the war

is near* Yte must hurry as this is the last chance to free Europe of

the ^ews# After the war it will not be possible to utilize such

methods#"

Wisliozeny claims that he interjected the following remark to

Aichmann 1 s statement: "God help us that this method should never be

possible against us#*

Krumey confirmed this statement of Y/isliczeny* He maintained

that until the secret - which had to be kept strictly - was not re-

vealed by Aichmann, some of the officers of IV, B. knew anything

about it.

The entire machinery of the German State supported Section TV.B.

in this work. In occupied countries the Commanders of the Wehnnacht

and the Gauleiters (Seyss-Inquart
, ^rmk 9 Keydrich, etc), in countries

allied to Germany the German diplomats (Killlnger in Bucharest,

Wesenmayer in Zagreb, later in Budapest) supported the work#

The plan of operation was almost identical in ell countries*

first ^ews were marked, then separated, divested of all property,

deported and gassed#

The Officers of IV. B. travelled from^ ^ouirtr^ coun^ 3rV* Wis~
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liozeny - according to his own adml sal on - directed the deportation

in Slovakia and Greece*

Brunner II. in Poland end Slovakia*

Krumey^ Seidl directed the work in Hungary, Austria and Poland,

^eidl was the first contender of Thereslenstadt*

Gnnther directed deportations in Austria end Czechoslovakia.

Danegger, Brunner in ?ram£e.

Almost everywhere the local Quisling authorities and even part of the

civilian populations assisted them.

Commanders of the death-camps gassed on'.y on direct or indireot

instructions of Aichmann. The particular Officer of IV. B. who direc-

ted the deportations from some particular country had the authority

to indicate whether the train should go to a death cas^p or not, and

what should happen to the passengers. The instructions were usually

carried by the SS-NCO escorting the train. The letters "A"* or "M*

on the escorting instruction documents indicated Ausohwitz (Oswieolm)

or Majdanek; it meant that the passengers were to be gassed*

In case of doubt instructions by wire were asked from Aichmann

in Berlin*

Regarding Hungarian ^ews the following general ruling was laid

down in Oswiecim: children up to the age of IB or 14, older people

above 50, as well the sick, or people with criminal recoils (who were

transported in specially marked wagons) were taken immediately on

their arrival to the gas chambers*

The others passed before an SS-doctor who, on sight. Indicated

who was fit for work , and who wes not. Those unfit were sent to the

gas- chambers , while the others were distributed in various labor-camps.

In September 1944 Slovakian partisans engineered a rewit in

Banska-Bystrlcza. The Jewish youth joined the revolution enthusiasti-

cally. Aichmann thereupon sent SS-Hanptsturmfdhrer Brunner to Bra-

tislava with instructions to deport all the 17,000 odd Jews still

left behind efter the deportations of 1943. They were to 60 to

Oswiecim*

SS and HIinka-Guards arrested the Jews. They were transported

f' C8<tS25
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from Sered* About 13,500 Jeva were caught, the rest vers In hiding*

Following my appeal the A.D.C. of Becher Capt.Grflson journeyed to Bra*

tlslave and tried to intervene with SS-Obersturmb&nnfahrer Vitezka,

Slovakian Gestapo Chief to atop the deportations. Vitezka 9 8 reply was*

"Aa far as I am concerned I will agree readily if I get telegraphio

authority from Kaltenbrunner to this effect.* Becker said on 2 Bo*

vember 1944, in the Hotel Walhalla, St.Gallen, Switzerland, in the

presence of the representative of the Joint D.C. :"We have militarily

annihilated the Slovakian Jews*"

In the first half of November 1944 about 20,000 Jews were taken

from ^feeresl enstad t to Oswieoim and were gassed, on instructions from

Aichmann. As far as I could ascertain this was the last gassing process*

According to Becher* Himmler lssud instructions * on his advice*

on the 25 November 1944 to dynamite al 1 the gas-chambers and cress*

orla of Oswieclm. &e also issued a ban on further murdering of Jews.

Wiallozeny confirmed the existence of such an order. Nut he main-

tained that Aichmann sabotaged this order and was supported in this by

Idler and Kaltenbrunner.

Following the advance of the Russian Army it was necessary to

evacuate the Polish and Silesian caiqps. Some of the Jewish prisoners

werefeent to Nergen-Belsen or other camps. Most of the Jews found in

these camps by the Allies arrived there either at the end of 1944 or

at the beginning of 1945. Other Jews in the extermination camps were

shot, or were frozen dead on the way*

There wane no mass-murders in the months preceding the German

surrender but owing to starvation - due partly to the collapse of ths

German transport system and the general lack of food - the sick and

weakened Jews died by the thousands*

After the fall of 1944 Himmler granted several, concessions. Thus

he permitted the departure for Switzerland of 1,700 Hungarian Jews

deported to Bergen-Belsen and also agreed to suspend the annihilation

of the Jews of the Budapest ghetto. Himmler permitted the handing

over to the Allies the Jews of Bergen-Bel sen and Theresienstadt without

a shot being fired, which eyes and eyes of his colleagues was
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was such a generous and col o.ssal concession that ha certainly hoped

sooe political concession in return. In the hope of establishing

contact v/ith the Allies glcml er made sooe concessions even without

expecting economic returns,. To* this desire of Himmler may be as-

cribed the general prohibition dated 35 November 1944, concerning

the further killing of Jews, On 37 November 1944 3echer showed me

a copy of Eimmler’s order on this subject. Alchm&nn et first did

not abey this order#

In accordance with cy above described activities I had dealing*

among others with the following individuals:

^eri'iens ; Special Section Coirjranio (for the liquidation of Jews):
Adolf i.ivlunann, SS-Ooexs t nr ^nnfthr er, head of section IV. B#
in the Reich Security uead Office and the following officers
of his staff:

SD-Obersturmbannftihrer Gtinther

,

Danegger,
Hermann Krumey

,

JS-hax^'tsturiiiftini'ti Dieter Wisliczeny,
Dr. Seldl,
Novak,
Hunache,
Schniedsieffen.

Several NCO’S;, among them:
Hcxupto cur.ufnhrfci- Richter,
OberscharfBhrer Neumann.

Special Staff (Economic Staff);
SS-Standcirtenffthrer ^urt Becher,

and some officers of his staff.

SS-Standartenfmhrer Wesenmayer, German Minister in
Budapest (after 19 March 1945).

Hungarians: Nicholas Lester, Under -Secretary of State in the Ministry
of Education;

gPtaaaraCJCBJIs Ladislas Vitfcz Ferenozy, Lt.Col.of the Gendarmerie
Leo Lull ay, Captain of the Gendarmerie;
Dr. Stephen Olah, Counsellor of the Ministry;
Ladislas Baky, Under-Secretary in the Ministry

of Interior#

Hungarian Resistance Workers:
Henry Lazar, present Hungarian Under-Secretary

of State to the Ministry of Agri-
culture;

Nicholas Kertesz, former Social-democratic
member of Parliament;

Bela Esolt , journalist;
A# Bereczky, Trustee of the Calvinist Church.

Neutrals: Prof. Wald emar Langlet,

Count Tolstov )

Paul Wallenberg)

Cultural Counsellor of the Swedish
Legation;
Representatives of the Swedish
Red Cross;
Head of the Protection of Foreign
Interests Section of the Swiss Legatloc#
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Friedrich Bora, delegate of the International Red Cross*
The Chargfc d*Affaires of the Swiss legation*
The Hiergft D’affaires of the Spanish T.e*?ntion.

Jews: All members of the Jev.lsb Council, especially Samuel Stern
(Court Counsellor), Chairman of the Pest Jewish Community;
Dr* Charles Wilhelm; Dr* Ernest PetB, Dr. Boda (Chief
Government Counsellor), Vice-chairmen*

Philip Freudiger, President of the Orthodox ^evdsh Com-
munity and members of the Council of that Community.

Otto Komoly, ^resident of the Zionist Organization;
Nicholas Krausz, head of the PalertJne Office of the

Jewish Agency.

TMTekzS?

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th dey of September

1545 at the Office of the United Stetes Chief of Covn«el t

49, Mount -treet, T.ondon W.l, bnglend.

’’APTXIJ-F. FARR
Major, Judge Advocate General’s
Dept „ Office, U.S. Chief of Counsi

V-
n 8352?
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A KONYV TARTALMi OSSZEFOGLALASA

E konyv magSban foglalja azokat a Kaszonnya! osszefuggo emlbkeket, amelyeket 40 ev multival

m6g dsszehozhattunk a vilbg minden tajarol: Izraelbol, Amerikabol 6s Magyarorszagrbl.

A konyv nyelv6nek meghatarozasa sem volt konnyu feladat: foleg a Kaszonybol elszarmazottak

rbszbre frbdott, s nem k6ts6ges, hogy az angol nyelv a jovd nemzed6k legnagyobb r6sz6nek 6rthet6 lesz.

Ez6rt k6szult angol nyelven.

Azok sz6mara, akik angolul nem 6rtenek, az albbbi osszefoglalot adjuk, fejezetek szerlnt:

A FEDQLAPQN eqy Jahrzeit-lampa (kb. all. vagy III. szazadbol), a newyorki zsido muzeum
gyujtemenyebol.

El5sZO (V lap):

Itt emlitjuk meg azokat, akik szoban, irasban vagy mas anyag hozzajarulasaval (kepek, kdnyvek,

stb.) tettek lehetbve az anyag osszegyujteset.

A kbnyv celjai:

(1) Megorizni martirjaink emleket,

(2) Valaszt adni az utodok kerdesere, honnan sz^rmaznak ?

(3) Hozzajarulni — ha kis mertekben is — a veszkorszak dokumentalasahoz.

(4) felhivni az utokod figyelmet, hogy a zsidosag fennmaradas^hoz ailando ebersegre es munkara
i

van szukseg. Szukseg van zsido nevelesre, intezeteink tamogatas^ra es Izrael ailando erositesere.

> f

VISSZAEMLEKEZES A KASZONYI ZSIDO ELETRE. (1-16 lapok).

Szuleink emlekezeset tartalmazza az osztrak-magyar monarchiarol, az elso vil^ghaborurol, a cse-

hek bevonulasardl es a 20-as, valamint 30-as evek jo es rossz napjairol. A 1938-1944 kozott elhunytak

nersora.

KASZQNY, MINT ZSIDO 8ZELLEMI KOZPQNT (7-9 lapok).

A kaszonyi zsidosag vallasi eletenek kifejlodese es Kaszony vilaghiru talmudi kb'zpontta valasarol.

A CIONISTA MOZGALQM (10-12 lapok)

A kulonbozo cionista mozgalmak: Betar, Hasomer-Kadima es a szocialista-cionista szervezetek.

A VESZKORSZAK IDEJE (13-14 lapok)

0

Foleg az 1938-48-es evek kegyetlensegeinek leirasa, amely az 1944-gettozassal, majd Ausch-

witzba hurcolassal erte el tetopontjat.

HQGYAN PUSZTULT EL A KASZONYI ZSIDOSAG ? (17-23 lapok)

A kulonbozo borzalmak felsorolasa, amelyekben kaszonyiak eletiiket aldoztak.

(1) Auschwitz es mas nemet taborok.

(2) Kamenetz-Podolsk — Alte Rechama Rottenberg es ot kis gyermekenek tortenete.

(3) A munkaszolgalat aldozatai.

(4) Doroshich — A tifuszkbrhaz felgyujtasa.

(5) Bor es Kiskunhalas aldozatai.
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KASZONY KIVAl6 SZEM^LYISgGEI (24-27 lapok)

Jiszrail Zvi Halevi Rottenberg forabbi

Klein Gyuri, rSkkutatd, Stockholm

Auspitz B6la, szovjet ezredes, repulo pilota

Rapaport Dezso, cionista szervezo

Iczkovics Sandor, hitkozsegi elnok

Klein Miska, koz£leti egy6nis6g

Z6li Jul is, any^k 6s egy gyermek megmentoje.

A SZOMORO STATISZTIKA (83-84 lapok)

A konyv 7 7 4 kaszonyi szarmazasu szemelyt tart nyilvan. Ezek kozul:

492 (kb. 64%) martirhalalt halt.

26 (3%) meghalt Kaszonyban. (1938-1944)

256 (33%) atelte a haborut

A 4 9 2 martir koztil:

401 (81%) (kdzottuk 109 gyermek) Auschwitz ban vagy mas nemet halaltSborban halt meg.

57 (12%) magyar munkaszazadban.

8 (2%) Budapesten.

26 (5%) mas helyken.

A MARTIRQK NEVSQRA (39-51 lapok)

Csaladonkint 6s a hal^lozasi hely megjelolesevel.

A Kaszonyban 1938-1944 evekben elhaltak nevsora. (15-os lap)

A TULELQKRQL (63-96 lapok)

A koncentracios taborok tuleloi.

Hogyan eltek at egyes szemelyek:

Klein Siku — Budapesten

Veres Rezsi gyermekeivel - kereszteny papirokkal

Schneider Sanyi (Jankev-Smuel) — Kaszony legfiatalabb tuleloje

Ackerman Jeno — fdldalatti mozgalomban Budapesten

Einczig Jozsi — oroszorszagi munkasszazadban, hadifogsagban es a cseh hadseregben.

A TQlELOK STATISZTIKAJA (84 lap)

A 256 tul61o a kovetkezo helyeken elte at a haborut:

99 visszat§rt Auschwitzbol vagy mas koncentracios taborbol

65 visszat6rt a mu nkasszazadokb6

1

44 Budapesten menekult meg
19 az Egyesult Allamokban

15 PalesztinSban

9 szovets§ges hadseregekben

5 masutt.

256
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A tulildk letelepedisi helye:

96 Izraelben

75 az Egyesult Allamokban

41 Budapesten

14 Kirpitaljin

12 Csehszlovikiiban

8 mis eurbpai illamban

7 mis amerikai illamban

2 Ausztriliiban

1 ismeretlen helyen

256

A hiboru 6ta (1987 vigiig) elhunyt 93:

36 Izraelben

25 az Egyesult Allamokban

21 Magyarorszigon

11 Kirpitaljin

4 Csehszlovikiiban

2 misutt

99

Ezek szerint az egisz viligon csak 157 szemily mondhatja mig magit kaszonyinak.

ATCil£(-6k NEVSORA (65-76 lapok)

Hoi 6lt6k 6t a h6borut, hoi telepedtek le 6s az elt6vozottak hoi haltak meg

Ml TORTENT A KB. 20.000 KARPATALJAI ZSID^VAL, AKI ATIiLTE A HABOR0T ?

(86-96 lapok)

A kirpitaljai zsiddsig szitsz6r6disinak rovid tortinete: ki-ki (ideiglenesen) Nimetorszigba, Izra-

elbe, Amerikiba, Csehszlovikiiba, Magyarorszigra... Csak kis risz tirt vissza Kirpitaljira. Ma mir
Kaszonyban nem maradt senki a „rigiek" kozul.

A hiboru utani reszben megemlekeziink Eisenreich Lacikarol, aki az 1956-os izraeli-arab haboru-

ban hosi halalt halt.

A kovetkezo lapokon, foleg kipekben, pildikat hozunk a lassu gydgyulisi folyamatrdl is az uj

nemzedikrdl, amelynek tagjai szamira ez a konyv irddott.

V igasztalisul idizzuk a zsid6 partizinok inekit, amelynek jeligije az, hogy mindennek ellenire,

mig itt vagyunk.

MERRE VAN KASZQNY ? (97-100 oldal)

Azok szimara, akik tobbet akarnak tudni Kaszony is Kirpitalja fekS

l

# tovibbi nipszimlilisi ada-

tokat is tirkipeket kozliink.
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A KARPATALJAI ZSIDOSAG ROVID TORTENETE (101-107 lapok)

Ebben a fejezetben irjuk meg a zsidok bevandorlasanak tbrtenetet Lengyelorszagbol ,
az 1 648-as

chmelniczki meszarlasok ota. MegemlitjGk a karpataljai zsidok reszvetelet az 1848-as szabadsagharcban
0

es az elso vilaghaboruban, amely utobbiban 15 kaszonyi zsido vesztette eletet. Megemiitjuk sorsunkat a

csehszlovak koztarsasag idejen es az 1938-1944 evekben volt magyar uralom alatt. S vegul megemleke-
#

zunk a karpataljai zsidosag elpusztitasarol az 1944- 1945-os evekben.

KASZTNER REZSO TANUVALLOMASA 1945-BOL (108-123 lapok)

Kasztner Rezso tanuvallomas a nurnbergi nemzetkozi birosag elott megerositi a fentieket 6s kello

perspektiv6ba allftja a karpataljai zsidosag tragediajat, mint az eg6sz magyarorszagi zsidosag martirom-

s6ganak egyik szomoru fejezetet.

Printed by Dr. Ervin Farkas, from the "NEWYORKI FIGYELO "
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